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The molecular identity of the green emission of polyfluorene is investigated in the 

view point of the molecular interactions between modeled segments. The semi-empirical 

quantum methods, ZINDO/S and AM1 (AM1-CIS), are used in combination to provide 

reasonable explanations for experimental spectroscopic properties of monodisperse 

fluorene oligomers and fluorene oligomers with a central keto defect in dilute solutions. 

Applying the same method, the molecular interactions between model segments are 

found to exist and are significant. However, the spectroscopic property change from the 

molecular interactions is negligible. In addition, the effects of mechanical stress and 

multi-defects on fluorene oligomers are investigated. On the other hand, the redox 

mechanisms proposed for the oxidation of an amphiphilic cyanine (C8S3) J-aggregates 

immobilized at ITO electrode and the subsequent dehydrogenated dimmer formation 

during cyclic voltammetry based on analysis of absorption spectra during the process are 

verified with the combined semi-empirical quantum methods similar to the previous 

methods. The absorption spectra assigned by experiment for electrochemical species 
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involved in the proposed mechanism show reasonable match to the theoretically 

estimated absorption energies of the corresponding simplified model systems. In addition, 

the standard reduction potentials of the fairly large molecules, C8S3 monomer and its 

dehydrogenated dimer, are pursued with quantum mechanical calculations. The free 

energy difference between the oxidized and reduced states of the target systems is 

decomposed to electronic energy, solvation energy and temperature-dependent free 

energies terms. Based on AM1 ground state geometries and with the corresponding 

temperature dependent free energies, the electronic energies and the solvation energies 

are each evaluated by two different methods. The electronic energies are calculated with 

AM1 method and DFT calculation and, also, the solvation energies are obtained based on 

the atomic partial charges from AM1 and DFT wavefunctions with continuum dielectric 

solvent approximation. The four calculation schemes from the combinations of the 

electronic and solvation energy estimation methods are tested with the redox compounds 

with various molecular weights and the estimations are compared with the corresponding 

experimental redox potentials. The relative redox potentials between two different redox 

systems are found to be reasonably estimated with the four calculation schemes. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

In this thesis, large molecular conjugated systems of practical applications are 

investigated using quantum chemical methods. The spectroscopic properties of 

polyfluorene focused on its green emission and the standard reduction potential of an 

amphiphilic cyanine dye (C8S3) are studied with semi-empirical and density functional 

theory calculations. 

In Chapter 2, the molecular identity of the redshifted (green) emission of 

polyfluorene (PF) is investigated from the view point of the molecular interactions 

between modeled segments, (FL)3 and (FL)(FLO)(FL), in PF, where (FL) denotes 

molecular fluorene monomer unit and (FLO) molecular 9-fluorenone monomer unit. 

The combination of semi-empirical quantum methods (ZINDO/S transition 

energy calculation with the geometries obtained with AM1 and AM1-CIS optimization) 

is used to yield reasonable explanations for the experimental spectroscopic properties of 

monodisperse model systems of oligomer fluorene and fluorene with a central keto defect 

in dilute solutions. Applying the same method, molecular interactions between the 

modeled segments, (FL)3 and (FL)(FLO)(FL), of PF are found to exist and are 

significant. However, the spectroscopic properties of the pair brought from the interaction 

are found to be not so different from those of individual segments without the molecular 

interaction, in terms of absorption and emission energies. On the other hand, the 

absorption property variations from the mechanical stress on (FL)n and the multi-defected 

fluorene oligomers are investigated. 

In Chapter 3, the redox mechanisms proposed for C8S3 J-aggregate immobilized 

on ITO electrode during cyclic voltammetry (CV) in aqueous solution is verified with the 
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combination of semi-empirical quantum methods similar to the methods applied in 

Chapter 1.  

The singular value decomposition (SVD) technique enables the resolved 

absorption spectra during the CV to be decomposed to characterize the electrochemical 

species by assigning their spectra and kinetics during the CV. The absorption energies of 

the chemical species assigned with SVD are quantum chemically estimated by applying 

the combined semi-empirical method on a set of simplified model systems. The 

inevitable uncertainty related with SVD procedure is removed by showing that the 

absorption spectra assigned to each chemical species by SVD fit reasonably well to the 

estimations from the quantum chemical calculation. 

In Chapter 4, the standard reduction potential of fairly large molecules such as 

C8S3 monomer and its dehydrogenated dimer (DHD) in aqueous solution is estimated 

with quantum mechanical calculation. 

The free energy difference between the oxidized and reduced states of a 

compound is pursued by estimating electronic energy, solvation energy and temperature-

dependent free energy (from translation, vibration and rotational degrees of freedom) for 

each charge state of a compound. All calculations are based on AM1 ground state 

geometries and accordingly the temperature dependent free energies are from normal 

mode analysis on the AM1 geometry. For electronic energy, AM1 and DFT (B3LYP/6-

31G(d,p)) ground state energies are utilized. For solvation energy, the atomic partial 

charges from AM1 wavefunction and from electrostatic potential fitting procedure with 

DFT (B3LYP/6-31G(d,p))) wavefunction are utilized. From the combinations of the two 

methods for electronic energy and solvation energy evaluation, respectively, four 

methods ([AM1, DFT], [DFT, DFT], [DFT, AM1] and [AM1, AM1]) are tested with 

three kinds of data sets. 
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The first set contains oxygen- or sulfur-centered organic radicals of medium size 

which have experimentally determined standard reduction potentials. The second set 

contains the simpler cyanine dyes with simpler functional side groups which have redox 

potentials determined with CV experiment. The third set contains C8S3 monomer and its 

DHD. From the first and second sets of redox systems, it is observed that, in general, 

solvation energy differences from oxidized to reduced states estimated with AM1 and 

DHD calculations are not so different but electronic energies difference estimated with 

AM1 calculation is significantly larger in magnitude than that with DFT calculations.  

Accordingly, the estimated redox potentials from AM1 and DFT electronic energy 

estimation are fairly different. The standard reduction potential estimated with each of the 

four methods cannot provide successfully the absolute redox potentials but any set of 

estimated redox potentials from one of the four methods provides, in general, the correct 

relative size of redox potentials when compared to the experimental redox potentials of 

various compounds. 

Upon pursuing the redox potentials of C8S3 monomer and DHD, it is found that 

the choice of molecular geometry for each state affects the redox potential estimation 

significantly. As a natural choice, the molecular geometries with lowest free energy for 

each electronic state is selected and the estimated difference between the redox potentials 

of C8S3 monomer and DHD from those geometries range from 0.38 V – 1.36 V for 

alternative methods (+0.600 V in experiment). 
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Chapter 2 
Study to Determine the Molecular Identity of Green Emission of 

Polyfluorene 

INTRODUCTION 

Polyfluorene (PF) has drawn attention as a material for organic light emitting 

devices because of its emission in the deep blue emission region (~3.0 eV) and high 

quantum yield. Despite the fruitful properties of PF as potential candidates to be used in 

electroluminescence devices, one of the major problems is the appearance of a low-

energy emission band (g-band, ~2.3 eV) in both the photoluminescence and 

electroluminescence spectra. The redshifted emission appears at the expense of the PFs 

blue emission and causes instability in devices with respect to their emission color and 

fluorescence quantum yield. 

Initially, the g-band was mostly attributed to reorganization of polymer chains and 

subsequent aggregate [1] and/or excimer formation. [2, 3] This assumption has seemingly 

been confirmed by the success of attempts to stabilize the emission of PFs with various 

modifications for the inhibition of interchain interactions. However, List, Scherf, and co-

workers [4, 5] proposed that the low-energy emission is rather related to the keto defects 

incorporated into the polymer backbone during electro- and photooxidative degradation 

processes which oxidize fluorene (FL) units to produce 9-fluorenone (FLO) moieties. The 

incorporated keto defect in backbone was previously identified by Bliznyuk et al. [2] but 

they did not consider fluorenone-related emission. Scherf and List introduced the idea 

that the g-band in fact originates directly from an emissive state of the fluorenone moiety 

which is populated with dipole-dipole Förster transfer [6] or energy-migration-assisted 

processes [7, 8] to emit a photon with the characteristic fluorenone spectrum modified by 
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the effects of conjugative delocalization of the ground state wavefunction. This argument 

is strongly supported by the work of Zojer et al. [9] where the emissive state is identified, 

using quantum chemical calculations, as a charge transfer (CT) π-π* state (see below). 

Since the original paper by List et al., [4] a growing number of publications have 

emerged from various groups, in which similar arguments have been used to explain their 

independent findings. However, there are still doubts about the nature of the excited 

states involved in the g-band. Sims et al. [10] proposed that while fluorenone defect 

formation is necessary it is not sufficient to produce g-band emission on its own. In 

addition to the fluorenone (FLO) formation, there needed to be interactions between the 

fluorenone-containing polymer segments themselves. This argument is mainly based on 

the two experimental observations that no g-band emission is observed from the 

photooxidation of PFs isolated in matrix and that the thin film cast out of the blends of 

molecular fluorenone dispersed in PFs has similar emission band to g-band only with 

relatively high FLO concentration. 

Although Sims et al. [10] preclude the excimer formation between a normal PF 

moiety and the defect, Dias et al. [11] argue the g-band emissive identity is an 

intramolecular charge transfer complex (ICTC) between PF units and keto defect 

moieties, based on the static and time-resolved spectroscopic measurement on statistical 

PF/FLO copolymer in solutions, varying the relative content of FLO in the copolymer. 

They indicate that the g-band emission from the copolymer has the features of  a charge 

transfer complex [12] and that the photophysics of the g-band to the temperature change 

can be explained with the exciplex formation of intact and keto defect moieties in 

PF/FLO. 

Recently, spectroscopic measurements for monodisperse oligofluorene with 

central keto defect (trimer ~ nonamer) in dilute solutions (10-6 ~ 10-5 M) have been 
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reported. The blue emission (~ 3.0 eV) and the green emission (~ 2.3 eV) are observed 

even in this condition. [13, 14] However, the increase of the ratio of green emission to 

blue emission with the increase of the oligomer concentration in solutions suggests the 

intermolecular energy transfer plays important role for the green emission. 

The ongoing debate on the origin of g-band emission can be summarized as 

whether the introduced keto defect is solely responsible or needs an interaction with other 

segment of the degraded PF for the g-band. In this paper, the electronic interaction 

between intact and keto defect moieties in ground state and its first singlet excited states 

and the effect of such an interaction on the absorption and emission are discussed.  

In the following, the combined semi-empirical method is described in the Method 

section. In the Results and Discuss section, first, the method is applied to various 

oligomer model systems and the results are compared with recent spectroscopic 

experiments on monodisperse oligomers in solution. Then, the intermolecular electronic 

interactions are investigated with a model system, the pair of fluorene trimer and fluorene 

trimer with central keto defect. Finally, the blueshift of the absorption band of the highly 

defective PF/FLO copolymer is investigated from the view points of a mechanical stress 

on the chain and the introduction of non-ideal structures. 

METHOD 

The ground state (S0) geometries of molecules and pair of molecules are obtained 

with Austin Model 1 (AM1) semi-empirical method [15] using SPARTAN ‘02 program 

package. [16] For the first excited state (S1) relaxed geometries, AM1 ground state 

wavefunction is coupled to single electron excited microstates (Configuration Interaction 

Singles, CIS) using MOPAC2007. [17] In most cases, ‘Zigzag’ conformation, which has 

alternating sign of dihedral angles of which absolute values are around 140 °, is used for 
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the S0 energy optimized and S1 relaxed geometries of the oligomers of the combination of 

FL and FLO. When other conformations are tested, they are specified. 

The size of active space for AM1-CIS used for obtaining S1 relaxed geometries is 

altered according to the size of systems because MOPAC2007 has a limit of the size. As 

the FL or FLO units are repeated, the orbitals with similar symmetry (shape) also 

increase. The size of active space for each model systems is given in Table 2.1 which is 

determined so as to capture all HOMO-like and LUMO-like orbitals. 

ZINDO/S semi-empirical method is run with ArgusLab program [18] for the 

estimation of the vertical transition energies with predetermined S0 and S1 geometries. 

The size of active space of ZINDO/S calculation is also altered according to the size of 

systems because ArgusLab has a limit of the size and also because the transition energy 

between two states is generally decreased with a given geometry as the size of the active 

space increases. The sizes of active space for each model systems are given in Table 2.1.  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Comparison with experimental data 

With the application of the same combination of semi-empirical methods as used 

here, Zojer et al. described the S0 and S1 electronic states of (FL)5, (FL)2(FLO)(FL)2 and 

(FL)4(FLO) model systems. For (FL)5 , the vertical transition, S0 S1 at  S0 geometry of 

(FL)5, yields an S1 state that predominantly from a π-π* transition where highest 

occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) to lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) 

transition is dominant. See Figure 2.1 for orbital figures for the model systems. The S1 

state with its S1 relaxed geometry retains this. For (FL)2(FLO)(FL)2 and (FL)4(FLO), 

S0 S1 transition at their S0 geometries is n π* transition where non-bonding orbital of 

keto defect (HOMO-17, 18th highest occupied molecular orbital) to LUMO is dominant  
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Table 2.1: The size of active space for AM1-CIS and ZINDO/S calculations 

    AM1‐CIS    ZINDO/S 
Model 
System 

  Occ. 
Orbitals 

Unc. 
Orbitals 

  Occ. 
Orbitals 

Unc. 
Orbitals 

(FL)3    3  3    36  36 
(FL)5    5  5    60  60 
(FL)7    7  7    75 (84)**  75 (84)** 
(FL)9    (9)*  (9)*    75 (108)**  75 (108)** 
             

(FL)1(FLO)(FL)1    3  4    36  36 
(FL)2(FLO)(FL)2    5  6    60  60 
(FL)3(FLO)(FL)3    7  8    75 (84)**  75 (84)** 
(FL)4(FLO)(FL)4    (9)*  (10)*    75 (108)**  75 (108)** 

 

* S1 relaxed geometries for nonamers are not calculated due to long calculation time.  

** The numbers in parenthesis for ZINDO/S active space denotes only the number of 

orbitals that would constitute an ideal calculation. 
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Figure 2.1: ZINDO/S molecular orbitals of the three model compounds  
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and S0 S2 transition at S0 geometries is CT π-π* where HOMO to LUMO transition is 

dominant. HOMO of (FL)2(FLO)(FL)2 and (FL)4(FLO) are fairly localized on keto defect 

moiety while LUMO is delocalized. This is why this transition is called CT (charge 

transfer). Third excitation, S0 S3 transition, at their S0 geometries is π-π* transition 

where HOMO to LUMO+1 is dominant. Note that the LUMO+1 of (FL)2(FLO)(FL)2 and 

(FL)4(FLO) is very similar to LUMO of (FL)5. However, the order of electronic states is 

altered when (FL)2(FLO)(FL)2 and (FL)4(FLO) have S1 relaxed geometries. The first 

excited states are not n-π* state but π-π* state. The second excited state is n-π* state and 

the third excited state is π-π* state. In Table 2.2, the electronic states in S0 and S1 

geometries from our calculation are presented.  

These results are largely consistent with an earlier report. [9] Zojer et al. reported 

that the absorption band of PF corresponds to π-π* transition of (FL)5 at its S0 geometry 

and the emission band of PF corresponds to π-π* transition at its S1 geometry and that the 

redshifted emission band of PF corresponds to CT π-π* transition of (FL)2(FLO)(FL)2 

and (FL)4(FLO) at their S1 geometry. 

Recently spectroscopic observations on monodisperse oligofluorenes, (FL)n , [19] 

and monodisperse oligofluorene  with keto defect, (FL)n(FLO)(FL)n, [13, 14] in solutions 

are reported. They are conducted with very low concentration of substrates in order to 

prevent molecular interaction. In addition, as a model system for the g-band emission, the 

quenching process of fluorescence emission in polyfluorene (PF) due to the presence of 

intramolecular FLO moieties is studied in dilute toluene solution (10-4 mg/ml) as a 

function of FLO content in statistical copolymers containing both FL and FLO units 

(PF/FLO). [11] In those experiments, longer oligomers with central keto defects and 

statistical copolymers show two absorption band and two emission bands. In the  
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Table 2.2: Electronic states of (FL)5, (FL)2(FLO)(FL)2 and (FL)4(FLO) in S0 and S1 state 
geometries. 

A. S0 geometry 
State    E (eV)  Osc. str.  SCI‐expansion a 
(FL)5         
S1(FL)5  π‐π*  3.58  4.27  ‐0.74(H→L)+0.44(H‐1→L+1) 

(FL)2(FLO)(FL)2         
S1(FL)2(FLO)(FL)2  n‐π*  2.77  0.00  0.70(H‐17→L)+0.41(H‐16→L)+.29(H‐17→L+1) 
S2(FL)2(FLO)(FL)2  CT π‐π*  3.05  0.42  0.67(H→L)+0.56 (H‐2→L)+0.38(H‐4→L) 
S3(FL)2(FLO)(FL)2  π‐π*  3.68  3.80  0.65(H→L+1)‐0.49(H‐1→L+2)‐0.33(H‐2→L+3) 
(FL)4(FLO)         
S1(FL)4(FLO)  n‐π*  2.77  0.00  ‐0.81(H‐17→L) 

S2(FL)4(FLO)  CT π‐π*  3.19  0.25 
0.50(H‐2→L) +0.45(H‐3→L)+0.44(H→L) 

‐0.44 (H‐4→L) ‐0.24(H‐1→L) 
S3(FL)4(FLO)  π‐π*  3.59  3.92  0.73(H→L+1)+ 0.408 (H‐1→L+2)+0.23(H‐2→L+3) 

 

B. S1 geometry 
State    E (eV)  Osc. str.  SCI‐expansion a 
(FL)5         
S1(FL)5  π‐π*  3.196  3.9039  ‐0.83(H→L)‐0.36(H‐1→L+1) 

(FL)2(FLO)(FL)2         
S1(FL)2(FLO)(FL)2  CT π‐π*  2.564  0.5672  0.81(H→L)‐0.41(H‐2→L)‐0.27(H‐4→L) 
S2(FL)2(FLO)(FL)2  n‐π*  2.693  0.0017  0.68(H‐17→L)+ 0.37(H‐17→L+1)‐0.36(H‐16→L) 
S3(FL)2(FLO)(FL)2  π‐π*  3.441  3.2205  ‐0.70(H→L+1)+0.39(H‐1→L+2)‐0.28(H‐2→L+3) 
(FL)4(FLO)         
S1(FL)4(FLO)  CT π‐π*  2.558  0.2385  ‐0.55 (H‐1→L)+46(H→L)+ 0.44 (H‐2→L) 
S2(FL)4(FLO)  n‐π*  2.640  0.0017  0.82(H‐17→L)‐0.24(H‐17→L+1)‐0.21(H‐17→L+2) 
S3(FL)4(FLO)  π‐π*  3.511  3.7655  0.69(H→L+1)‐0.42(H‐1→L+2)+0.28(H‐2→L+3) 

 

a H denotes HOMO (highest occupied molecular orbital). 

  L denotes LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular orbital). 

  H-n denotes n+1 th highest occupied molecular orbital. 

  L-n denotes n+1 th lowest unoccupied molecular orbital. 
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following, we compare the present theoretical estimates and the experimental 

measurements according to those bands. 

In the following, the trimer to nonamer of the model systems of (FL)n and 

(FL)n(FLO)(FL)n are considered. For the evaluations of vertical transition properties at S0 

and S1 geometries and the location of S1 relaxed geometries of the model systems, we 

need to specify the size of CIS active space for AM1-CIS and ZINDO/S calculation due 

to the limits of the size of active space for AM1-CIS with MOPAC2007 and for 

ZINDO/S with AlgusLab. We tried several combinations of the sizes of the active space 

of AM1-CIS and ZINDO/S and the combination presented in Table 2.1 is found to 

reasonably describe the shifts of absorption and emission bands with respect to the length 

change of the model systems. Although the sizes of the active space of AM1-CIS look 

small, S1 states of (FL)n and (FL)n(FLO)(FL)n are dominated with HOMO to LUMO 

transition. The vertical excitation energy generally gets somewhat smaller as the size of 

active space gets larger for a given geometry. Although a larger active space might yield 

theoretical estimations closer to the experimental values, the basis used is the largest 

accessible with the program and is adequate for our needs. (see Figure 2.2) 

Experimentally measured absorption spectra of monodisperse (FL)n(FLO)(FL)n 

and PF/FLO show two absorption bands. The main band is very similar to the absorption 

bands of (FL)n and PF and the weak redshifted band does not exist with (FL)n and pure 

PF. The experimental and theoretically estimated absorption energies for those bands are 

presented in Table 2.3. 

In Table 2.3.A, the experimental and calculated data on the main absorption band 

of (FL)n(FLO)(FL)n and the absorption band of (FL)n are listed. From the experimental 

data, we can see that the absorption band of (FL)n measured in CHCl3 and the high-lying 

main absorption band of (FL)n(FLO)(FL)n measured in various solvents are almost 
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Figure 2.2: Changes of vertical transition energy of model systems, (FL)(FLO)(FL) and 
(FL)3, according to change of the size of active space for ZINDO/S 
calculation  
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Table 2.3: Experimental and theoretical estimation of the absorption bands of 
(FL)n(FLO)(FL)n and (FL)n  

A. High-energy absorption band of (FL)n(FLO)(FL)n, S0 S3, and the corresponding 

absorption band of (FL)n, S0 S1 (eV) 

 

    (FL)n(FLO)(FL)n    (FL)n 

Model 
Oligomers 

  CHCl3
 a   Toluene a  2‐MeTHF a 

Methyl‐ 
cyclohexane a 

THF b  Theory    CHCl3
 c  Theory 

Trimer    3.54  3.55  3.56  3.58  3.54  3.83    3.56  3.72 
Pentamer    3.39  3.40  3.41  3.43  3.38  3.68    3.40  3.58 
Heptamer    3.34  3.34  3.35  3.37  3.32  3.60    3.33  3.53 
Nonamer            3.28  3.57      3.52 
Polymer                  3.24   

B. Low-energy absorption band of (FL)n(FLO)(FL)n, S0 S2 (eV) 

 

    (FL)n(FLO)(FL)n 

Model 
Oligomers 

  CHCl3
 a   Toluene a  2‐MeTHF a 

Methyl‐ 
cyclohexane a 

THF b  Theory 

Trimer    2.71  2.77  2.79  2.81  ~2.76  3.06 

Pentamer    ~2.71        ~2.76  3.05 

Heptamer    2.68  2.74  2.76  2.81  ~2.76  3.05 

Nonamer            2.76  3.07 

Polymer     
2.7 

(PF/FLO) d 
       

a Ref. [13], b Ref. [14], c Ref. [19], d Ref. [11]  
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exactly same regardless of solvent. This coincidence is experimentally shown to apply to 

the absorption bands of pure PF and PF/FLO copolymers in toluene until the content of 

FLO in the copolymer is over 10% by Dias et al. [11] At higher concentration, the 

absorption band of FL/FLO is a little bit (~20 nm) blue shifted, which is considered in a 

later part below. 

Although the direct comparison of experimental and estimated absorption energy 

for this band for both of (FL)n and (FL)n(FLO)(FL)n shows an inaccuracy of 0.2 ~ 0.3 eV, 

it can be seen that the estimated absorption energies well describe the absorption energy 

shift according to the length increase of oligomers. It should be noted that the excited 

states involved in this absorption band for the both model systems are π-π* transition 

state and the involved orbitals are well conjugated. Therefore, the coincidence might 

follow from the inserted FLO in (FL)n(FLO)(FL)n not affecting the conjugation. 

However, the experimental coincidence between the absorption energies of (FL)n and 

(FL)n(FLO)(FL)n with same number of units cannot be reproduced computationally 

unless a significantly larger size of active space is used for the latter. (see Figure 2.2) The 

combined semi-empirical method applied seems less able to estimate this absorption band 

of the defected system, (FL)n(FLO)(FL)n, while the expected result should be same as 

those of (FL)n; the deviation from experiment is larger for (FL)n(FLO)(FL)n cases. 

However, it is possible that (FL)n(FLO)(FL)n favors other conformations than we test 

here, and it affects the absorption energy. The possibility of (FL)n(FLO)(FL)n taking a 

specific conformation is suggested by Wegner with the X-ray crystal data [13] and this 

aspect is tested in a later part below. 

The weak redshifted (low-energy) band of (FL)n(FLO)(FL)n does not appear for 

(FL)n. From oligomer (FL)n(FLO)(FL)n experimental data in different solvents (Table 

2.3.B), this absorption band is invariant in a given solvent, regardless of the number of 
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FL units, although this band is very weak and broad for oligomers. The same absorption 

energy is observed in PF/FLO copolymer. Theoretical estimations again deviate from the 

experimental data, but this invariance of the absorption energy with respect to the length 

of oligomers is reproduced. 

Experimentally measured emission spectra of monodisperse (FL)n(FLO)(FL)n and 

PF/FLO show two fluorescence bands. The high-energy band at around 400 nm is very 

similar to the emission band of (FL)n and PF, but the intensity weakens compared to the 

intensity of the redshifted band at around 550 nm absent in (FL)n and pure PF as the 

content of FLO in PF/FLO copolymers increases or n in (FL)n(FLO)(FL)n decreases. The 

experimental and theoretically estimated emission energies for those bands are presented 

in Table 2.4. 

The experimentally measured emission bands at around 400 nm from 

(FL)n(FLO)(FL)n oligomers are weak for tetramer, pentamer, and heptamer but the grow 

to have comparable intensity to the redshifted emission band with the nonamer. It is also 

observed that with increasing content of FLO in PF/FLO copolymer the intensity of high-

energy band decreases and the intensity of low-energy emission band increases. The 

shapes and positions of the both bands do not change. 

As summarized in Table 2.4.A, the experimentally measured high-energy bands 

of (FL)n(FLO)(FL)n in various solutions are not so different and they are also close to the 

emission band of (FL)n in CHCl3. In addition, the calculated emission energy of (FL)n 

also fits well to those values. However, the theoretical estimation of high-energy 

emission band of (FL)n(FLO)(FL)n is found to be challenging. As we know S1 relaxed 

geometry of (FL)n(FLO)(FL)n corresponds to CT π-π*, the major emission should be the 

corresponding low-energy emission. The clear coexistence of high and low-energy 

emission for keto defect nonamer, (FL)4(FLO)(FL)4, might imply that there are two  
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Table 2.4: Experimental absorption and theoretical estimation of the emission bands of 
(FL)n(FLO)(FL)n and (FL)n     

A. High-energy emission band of (FL)n(FLO)(FL)n, S3 S0, and the corresponding 

emission band of (FL)n, S1 S0 (eV) 

 
    (FL)n(FLO)(FL)n   

(FL)n 

Model 
Oligomers 

  CHCl3
 a  2‐MeTHF a  THF b  Theory e    CHCl3

 c  Theory 

Trimer    ~3.15  ~3.17  ~3.02  (3.54)    3.14  3.24 

Pentamer      ~2.99  ~3.02  (3.44)    3.03  3.20 

Heptamer    ~3.10  ~3.01  ~3.02  (3.41)    3.01  3.18 

Nonamer        3.08         

Polymer              2.99   

B. Low-energy emission band of (FL)n(FLO)(FL)n, S1 S0 (eV) 

 

 
 

(FL)n(FLO)(FL)n 

Model 
Oligomers 

 
CHCl3

 a  Toluene a  2‐MeTHF a 
Methyl‐ 

cyclohexane a 
THF b  Theory 

Trimer    2.12  2.33  2.33  2.45  2.41  2.54 

Pentamer    2.09  2.32  2.31  2.42  2.38  2.56 

Heptamer    2.08  2.32  2.31  2.42  2.37  2.57 

Nonamer            2.37   

Polymer 
 

 
2.32 d 

(PF/FLO) 
       

a Ref. [13], b Ref. [14], c Ref. [19], d Dias et al, e S3 S0 vertical transition with S1 (CT π-

π*) relaxed geometries 
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different low lying excited states for each of the emission bands. We tried to find S1 

relaxed geometry of (FL)2(FLO)(FL)2 with π-π* transition character but did not. 

However, with (FL)4(FLO), by using the initial geometry from connecting S1 relaxed 

(FL)4 geometry and S0 energy optimized (FLO) geometry, an S1 relaxed (FL)4(FLO) 

geometry was found and the theoretically estimated S0 S1 absorption energy is close to 

the absorption energy of (FL)5 (The difference is 0.08 eV). This suggests that the high-

energy emission of (FL)n(FLO)(FL)n comes from π-π* S1 relaxed geometry of the (FL)n 

unit; the geometry is asymmetric with the excitation off the center. This possibility is 

supported by the experimental observation that the high-energy emission from 

(FL)n(FLO)(FL)n is not apparent until reach in the nonamer (n=4), as mentioned before. 

In Table 2.4.B, the experimentally measured and the calculated low-energy 

emission energy of (FL)n(FLO)(FL)n is reported. From experimental emission band in 

various solutions, significant solvatochromism on this band is observed. However, the 

invariance of the absorption energy with respect to the increase of unit numbers of 

oligomers can be seen commonly in experimental and computed data. 

Intermolecular interaction 

Dias et al. [11] studied the static/time resolved spectroscopy of PF/FLO 

copolymers with different FLO content. ICTC formation was proposed based on the 

following observations: 

1. The observation of a new absorption band, which has longer 

wavelength than the absorption bands of either PF or FLO monomer. 

2. The observation of a new vibrationally unstructured emission band red 

shifted relative to the emission spectra of PF and FLO monomer. 

3. A linear dependence of the new absorption and emission intensity on 

the content of FLO in chain. 
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4. The strong solvatochromic shift of the long wavelength emission band. 

5. The observation of a different lifetime than the life times of PF and 

FLO in the same solvent. 

However, those properties need not point to ICTC formation vs. emission of the 

FLO embedded in PF itself for the following reasons. (1) Zojer's INDO calculation on the 

CT π-π* S0 emission of (FL)n(FLO)(FL)n [9] shows good agreement with g-band 

emission. (2) The lowest emission band of (FL)n(FLO)(FL)n is also unstructured. (3) The 

linear dependence of the new absorption and emission intensity should be observed even 

without ICTC formation. (4) (FL)n(FLO)(FL)n also shows a similar solvatochromic shift 

of the lowest emission band. (5) The lifetime for (FL)n(FLO)(FL)n is almost the same as 

that assigned for ICTC. [14] 

However, there is another reason to argue for the formation of ICTC. From the 

time-resolved fluorescence spectra, they found that excited PF units are quenched to g-

band identity with two different quenching rates. One of them is so fast that the rate is not 

detectable in the experiment. The temperature dependence of the slower quenching rate is 

different according to the content of FLO in the PF/FLO copolymer; For the low 

concentration (1% FLO units), the quenching rate gets higher as temperature decreases 

(high temperature limit) and for the high concentration (10 %), the rate gets higher as 

temperature increases (low temperature limit). Such a temperature dependent quenching 

rate is well known for emissive excimers. However, the authors explain the temperature 

dependence of quenching rate in this way: Hopping energy migration is dependent on the 

chain conformation [20, 21] and temperature. The hopping rate should increase as the 

temperature increases. If the chain conformation gets more favorable as the temperature 

decreases, however, the overall quenching rate can get higher when temperature 

decreases as in the case of the low concentration of FLO copolymer. The authors explain 
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the smaller effect of conformation change from the temperature change in the case of the 

high concentration in terms of a shorter migration length of excitation before quenching, 

due to the high concentration of FLO in PF backbone. 

Still the necessity of forming ICTC for g-band emission is unclear. Therefore, we 

directly investigated the possible molecular interactions within PF/FLO copolymers and 

their effect of absorption and emission band. If ICTC is the origin of g-band of PF/FLO 

copolymers in the solutions, there should be a relatively stable ground state geometry of 

ICTC and a shift in the vertical excitation energy of that geometry is responsible for the 

redshifted absorption observed with PF/FLO copolymer. In addition, the relatively long 

lifetime (~ 6 ns) of the redshifted emission of ICTC suggests that ICTC has a stable S1 

state. 

As a model system of the interaction between the moieties in PF/FLO 

copolymers, the model systems of (FL)3 and (FL)(FLO)(FL) are used. The three 

combinations of (FL)(FLO)(FL)+(FL)(FLO)(FL), (FL)(FLO)(FL)+(FL)3 and 

(FL)3+(FL)3 are investigated. From various initial pairing geometries, for ground state 

interaction, AM1 S0 energy optimized geometries are obtained and S1 relaxed geometries 

of the pairs is obtained by using the S0 optimized geometries as initial estimated 

geometries. The molecular interactions and its effect on the absorption and emission 

energy in each electronic state are obtained by comparing the electronic energy (vertical 

transition energy) for each dimer geometry to the electronic energy (vertical transition 

energy) of the reference geometry. S0 reference geometries are obtained simply by 

separating the S0 geometries of each part by 15 nm. However, for S1 reference 

geometries, in order to minimize the effect of the different size of active space for AM1-

CIS calculation for each part and the whole pair, we use 3 occupied orbitals and 3 

unoccupied orbitals for S1 geometry of (FL)3 in reference geometry and 3 occupied 
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orbitals and 4 unoccupied orbitals for S1 geometry of (FL)(FLO)(FL) in reference 

geometry. As reference geometries, S0 geometry of (FL)(FLO)(FL) and S1 geometry of 

(FL)(FLO)(FL) are positioned with 15 nm separation for the reference geometry for S1 

state of (FL)(FLO)(FL)+(FL)(FLO)(FL), S0 geometry of (FL)3 and S1 geometry of 

(FL)(FLO)(FL) are positioned with 15 nm separation for the reference geometry for S1 

state of (FL)(FLO)(FL)+(FL)3, S0 geometry of (FL)3 and S1 geometry of (FL)3 are 

positioned with 15 nm separation for the reference geometry for S1 state of (FL)3+(FL)3. 

For the consistency, the S1 relaxed pair geometries are obtained with 6 occupied orbitals 

and 8 unoccupied orbitals for S1 geometry of (FL)(FLO)(FL)+(FL)(FLO)(FL) and 6 

occupied orbitals and 7 unoccupied orbitals for S1 geometry of (FL)(FLO)(FL)+(FL) 3, 

and 6 occupied orbitals and 6 unoccupied orbitals for S1 geometry of (FL)3+(FL)3. The 

active space of 6 occupied orbitals and 7 unoccupied orbitals for (FL)3+(FL)(FLO)(FL) 

contains 3 occupied orbitals and 3 unoccupied orbitals for (FL)3 and 3 occupied orbitals 

and 4 unoccupied orbitals for (FL)(FLO)(FL), so the same size active space is used to get 

the corresponding reference geometries. 

The vertical transition energies are calculated with the 75 occupied 75 unoccupied 

orbitals. The calculation results for the three combinations of (FL)3 and (FL)(FLO)(FL)  

are listed in Table 2.5, Table 2.6 and Table 2.7. The resulting paired geometries are 

shown in Figure 2.3, Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5. In all six cases, it is in common that there 

is S0 and S1 energy stabilization with pairing the oligomers, compared to the reference 

system. S1 interaction is generally larger than S0 interaction for the same pairing but 

(FL)3+(FL)3 pairing generally shows little difference between S0 and S1 energy 

stabilization. The general order of stabilization is (FL)(FLO)(FL)+(FL)(FLO)(FL) > 

(FL)3+(FL)(FLO)(FL) > (FL)3+(FL)3 in both of S0 and S1 states. Although it is 

ambiguous to define the distance between two oligomers of a pair, in many cases, the  
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Table 2.5: The S0 and S1 stabilization energy and vertical transition energy change of the 
pair of (FL)(FLO)(FL) + (FL)(FLO)(FL) compared to the reference system 

Pairing 
index a 

S0 energy  
Stabilization 
(kcal/mol) 

Relative  
S0 S1  

transition b

(eV) 

Relative  
S0 S3  

transition c

(eV) 

 
S1 energy  
Stabilization
(kcal/mol) 

Relative  
S1 S0  

transition d 
(eV) 

KK1  ‐2.42  0.0130  ‐0.0082    ‐2.98  ‐0.0698 

KK2  ‐2.62  0.0174  ‐0.0235    ‐3.07  ‐0.0659 

KK3  ‐2.55  0.0143  ‐0.0176    ‐3.08  ‐0.0639 

KK4  ‐0.78  ‐0.0012  ‐0.0281    ‐0.88  0.0068 

KK5  ‐1.23  0.0087  ‐0.0397    ‐1.42  0.0010 

KK6  ‐0.52  0.0111  ‐0.0270    ‐0.57  ‐0.0042 

KK7  ‐0.78  ‐0.0086  ‐0.0351    ‐0.87  0.0136 

KK8  ‐1.21  ‐0.0006  ‐0.0328    ‐1.36  0.0005 

KK9  ‐2.00  0.0056  ‐0.0176    ‐2.22  ‐0.0129 

KK10  ‐1.23  ‐0.0006  ‐0.0305    ‐1.38  ‐0.0485 

KK11  ‐1.37  0.0000  ‐0.0374    ‐1.53  ‐0.0062 

a See Figure 2.3 
b The corresponding transition in the reference system is the low-energy absorption (CT 

π-π*) of monomer (FL)(FLO)(FL)  
c The corresponding transition in the reference system is the high-energy absorption (π-

π*) of monomer (FL)(FLO)(FL)  
d The corresponding transition in the reference system is the low-energy emission (CT π-

π*) of monomer (FL)(FLO)(FL)  
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Table 2.6: The S0 and S1 stabilization energy and vertical transition energy change of the 
pair of (FL)(FLO)(FL) + (FL)3 compared to the reference system 

Pairing  
index a 

S0 energy 
Stabilization 
(kcal/mol) 

Relative 
S0 S1  

transition b

(eV) 

Relative 
S0 S3  

transition c

(eV) 

Relative 
S0 S4  

transition d

(eV) 

 
S1 energy 
Stabilization 
(kcal/mol) 

Relative 
S1 S0  

transition e

(eV) 

KF1  ‐1.85  0.0081  0.0011  ‐0.0012    ‐2.23  ‐0.0409 

KF2  ‐2.16  0.0087  ‐0.0089  0.0047    ‐2.52  ‐0.0419 

KF3  ‐2.03  0.0118  ‐0.0056  ‐0.0035    ‐2.43  ‐0.0444 

KF4  ‐0.76  ‐0.0037  ‐0.0222  0.0000    ‐0.93  ‐0.0042 

KF5  ‐0.90  ‐0.0043  ‐0.0255  0.0036    ‐1.02  0.0016 

KF6  ‐1.28  ‐0.0019  ‐0.0266  0.0012    ‐1.51  ‐0.0078 

KF7  ‐1.76  0.0300  ‐0.0331  0.0024    ‐2.18  ‐0.0399 

KF8  ‐1.47  ‐0.0019  ‐0.0310  ‐0.0035    ‐1.74  ‐0.0083 

KF9  ‐0.49  ‐0.0062  ‐0.0166  0.0047    ‐0.47  0.0042 

KF10  ‐2.03  0.0081  ‐0.0144  ‐0.0083    ‐2.38  ‐0.0480 

KF11  ‐1.13  ‐0.0031  ‐0.0200  ‐0.0071    ‐1.33  ‐0.0057 

a See Figure 2.4 

b The corresponding transition in the reference system is the low-energy absorption (CT 

π-π*) of monomer (FL)(FLO)(FL)  
c The corresponding transition in the reference system is the absorption (π-π*) of 

monomer (FL)3  
d The corresponding transition in the reference system is the high-energy absorption (π-

π*) of monomer (FL)(FLO)(FL) 
e The corresponding transition in the reference system is the low-energy emission (CT π-

π*) of monomer (FL)(FLO)(FL) 
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Table 2.7: The S0 and S1 stabilization energy and vertical transition energy change of the 
pair of (FL)3 + (FL)3 compared to the reference system 

Pairing  
index a 

S0 energy 
Stabilization
(kcal/mol) 

Relative 
S0 S1  

transition b

(eV)   

S1 energy  
Stabilization
(kcal/mol) 

Relative  
S1 S0  

transition c 
(eV) 

FF1  ‐0.59  ‐0.0100    ‐0.52  ‐0.0210 

FF2  ‐1.34  ‐0.0581    ‐1.42  ‐0.0042 

FF3  ‐0.94  ‐0.0342    ‐0.96  ‐0.0025 

FF4  ‐1.09  ‐0.0667    ‐1.26  0.0059 

FF5  ‐0.83  ‐0.0614    ‐1.01  0.0025 

FF6  ‐0.57  ‐0.0188    ‐0.50  0.0128 

FF7  ‐0.22  ‐0.0144    ‐0.20  0.0110 

FF8  ‐0.87  ‐0.0516    ‐1.01  ‐0.0076 

FF9  ‐0.80  ‐0.0570    ‐0.87  0.0076 

FF10  ‐0.80  ‐0.0570    ‐0.90  0.0076 

FF11  ‐1.01  ‐0.0549    ‐1.24  0.0000 

FF12  ‐1.19  ‐0.0516    ‐1.17  0.0153 

FF13  ‐0.52  ‐0.0254    ‐0.52  ‐0.0042 

FF14  ‐1.03  ‐0.0451    ‐1.15  0.0068 

a See Figure 2.5 

b The corresponding transition in the reference system is the absorption (π-π*) of 

monomer (FL)3  
c The corresponding transition in the reference system is the emission (π-π*) of monomer 

(FL)3 
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Figure 2.3: Paired geometries of (FL)(FLO)(FL) + (FL)(FLO)(FL) 
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Figure 2.4: Paired geometries of (FL)(FLO)(FL) + (FL)3  
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Figure 2.5: Paired geometries of (FL)3 + (FL)3 
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distance is shortened by ~0.1 Å. In addition to the expected parallel pairing with stacking 

of the monomer planes, pairing the oxygen or hydrogen in carbon 9 with the opposing 

hydrogen more effectively stabilizes the S0 and S1 energies. (see the first three geometries 

in Figure 2.3, Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5) The most interesting observation from pairing 

the oligomers is that there is no significant transition energy deviation with any pairing 

geometries. As an extreme case, the largest change is -0.07 eV with KK1 S1 pairing (see 

Table 2.5 and Figure 2.3) which amounts to a 14 nm redshift of low-energy emission. 

Overall it seems that pairing, universally, does not affect the absorption or 

emission properties significantly. However, the closeness of PF chain and FLO moiety 

from molecular interaction could facilitate Förster-type energy transfer from PF to FLO 

moiety enhancing the redshifted CT π-π* emission. 

In the case that a significant amount of S0 and/or S1 state energy stabilization 

arises from pairing the chains in a specific pairing geometry, molecular simulation would 

be helpful to determine if the specific pairing geometry then affects the conformation of 

the polymer, and then could induce some unstable monomer geometry to be populated. 

The absorption energy calculation on a set of forced geometries for (FL)3, described 

below, are done for this reason. 

S0 geometry from single crystal X-ray of (FL)2(FLO)(FL)2 by Wegner et al. (Ref. 
[13]) 

The estimation of the π-π* absorption of (FL)n(FLO)(FL)n does not match the 

corresponding absorptions of (FL)n, with relatively large deviation, while those bands 

match in experiment. This observation drives us to consider if (FL)n(FLO)(FL)n has a 

unique S0 geometry, other than the zigzag conformation we used in the calculation, and 

that the unique geometry may have a significantly different absorption band. 
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Wegner et al. [13] reported single crystal structure of (FL)2(FLO)(FL)2. In the 

single crystal, two (FL)2(FLO)(FL)2 molecules paired to parallel to each other. The 

dimerized pair has an inversion symmetry and the distance between the backbones is 

3.8~4.0 Å. In the literature, [13] the dihedral angles between the five FL and FLO 

monomers are available and they are +141.7 °, +137.4 °, -156.5 ° and -36.0 ° (see Figure 

2.6). Note that there is a conformational defect around the ketone group in the middle, 

because the part consisting of unit 1 to unit 3 forms helix while unit 2 to unit 5 zigzag 

conformation. 

We investigate the several other geometries including the usual zigzag 

conformation and Wegner’s crystal form. Several possible conformations for 

(FL)2(FLO)(FL)2 are tested. Zigzag: This geometry is same as the geometry we used in 

above. The S0 geometry obtained that obtuse dihedral angles with alternating signs. 

Helix: The S0 geometry also has dihedral angles greater than 90 degrees with same sign. 

Mixed: The S0 geometry has dihedral angles which are obtuse positive, obtuse positive 

obtuse negative and acute negative, as they are in the X-ray data. Mixed-Pairing: In the 

literature, the single crystal structure exhibits only the paired conjugated backbone 

structure without the side chains. Unlike the intersegmental interactions we observed 

above, the backbone planes stack almost on top of each other. The alkyl side chains can 

be considered to bring the stacked paired geometry in the crystal structure. In order to 

investigate the effect of side chains on the paired geometry, we introduce octylalkyl 

chains attached to carbon 9 of each fluorene moiety to the paired backbone structure X-

ray data exhibits. The alkyl side chains are arranged to avoid severe steric hindrance 

while the paired backbone structure maintain the paired backbone structure. With this 

paired arrangement as the initial geometry, S0 geometry optimization is performed. From 

the S0 geometry of the dimer with the side chains, one part of the pair is abandoned and  
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(A) 

 

 

(B) 

Figure 2.6: (A) Single crystal x-ray structure of (FL)2(FLO)(FL)2 model system and (B) 
Mixed-Pairing structure. 
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the side chains from the remained part are removed to form ‘Mixed-Pairing’. Crystal: The 

S0 geometry is optimized with the dihedral angles fixed to the corresponding dihedral 

angles which the single crystal structure denotes. 

The resulting dihedral angles and the estimated absorption energy for each 

conformation described above are presented in Table 2.8. For the three S0 geometries 

obtained with no constraint (Zigzag, Helix and Mixed), the absolute values of the 

corresponding dihedrals in the three geometries are identical and also the transition 

energies are the same. For the S0 geometries with constrained dihedral angles, the 

transition energies change very little. 

Comparing the dihedral angles of Mixed-pairing to four other conformations, we 

can say that except the first one (135.4 °) the other dihedral angles are close to the 

corresponding dihedral angles of the Crystal. See Figure 2.6 (B) for its resultant 

geometry. The minimum distance observed between backbone carbons is 4.2 Å which is 

close to the range of 3.8~4.0 A, the van der Waals packing distance. [13] 

The effect of possible constraints driven by interchain interaction on (FL)5 

Dias et al. [11] reported that the π-π* absorption band of PF/FLO copolymer 

blueshifts as the concentration of FLO content in the copolymer increases. They 

measured the absorption spectra of the copolymer with the FLO contents 0, 0.002, 0.005, 

0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.25 in toluene and found that the blueshift (~20 nm) occurs 

only with 0.1 and 0.25. 

In a previous section, we saw that the formation of the complex of (FL)3 and 

(FL)2(FLO)(FL)2 chain has almost no effect on the absorption energy. However, we 

found that there is significant molecular interaction between the chains and there is, 

therefore, a possibility that this intermolecular force can deform polymer to vary the  
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Table 2.8: Absorption energies of various S0 geometries of (FL)2(FLO)(FL)2 

Structure a  Dihedral angles (°)  S0 S1
 b

(eV) 
S0 S3

 c 
(eV) 

Zigzag  +138.5, ‐139.1, +139.0, ‐138.5  2.75  3.67 
Helix  +138.5, +139.1, +139.1, +138.5  2.75  3.67 
Mixed  +138.5, +139.0, ‐139.1, ‐41.5  2.75  3.67 

Mixed‐Pairing  +135.4, +135.1, ‐147.1, ‐33.9  2.75  3.63 
Crystal  +141.7, +137.4, ‐156.5, ‐36.0  2.75  3.61 

a See text. 

b Low-energy absorption (CT π-π*) of monomer (FL)2(FLO)(FL)2 
c High-energy absorption (π-π*) of monomer (FL)2(FLO)(FL)2 
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absorption energy. Therefore, it is worthwhile investigating the absorption energy 

variation of destabilized geometries of the chain, (FL)n. 

Among the possible deformations, a constraint of the end to end length of the 

system is considered. If the major effect of a molecular interaction on the polymer 

configuration were to induce bending of a segment of the polymer, the curvature of the 

segment without constraint is in general different from the curvature of the segment with 

such a stress. The change of the curvature can be represented by the variation of this 

length. We apply the length constraint by fixing the distance between two ends (outmost 

carbons) of (FL)5. (see Figure 2.7) As model conformations of (FL)5, Zigzag, Helix and 

Mixed conformations are considered which have similar dihedrals setup for Zigzag, Helix 

and Mixed model conformations of in (FL)2(FLO)(FL)2 in the previous section. For each 

conformation, the S0 energy and S0 S1 transition energy (absorption energy of (FL)5) 

change according to the length constraint are investigated. Representative data are 

presented in Table 2.9 and the complete data is given as graphs in Figure 2.8. 

The size of a given segment might be as large as a few 10’s of units and the 

constraint to a curve would be distributed over much larger (FL)n system. However, as a 

test case, ~2 kcal/mol per (FL)5, comparable to the stacking energy, is assumed to be the 

maximum destabilization energy. As be seen in the table and figures, the response to the 

destabilization by the length constraint is different for the each conformation of Zigzag, 

Helix and Mixed. On the whole, (FL)5 with Zigzag and Mixed geometries shows similar 

behavior but the Helix behaves differently. Zigzag and Mixed conformations seem more 

flexible than Helix (Figure 2.8.A). Stretching deformation decreases the transition energy 

for all the conformations while bending deformation increases the transition energy for 

Zigzag and Mixed but decreases the transition energy for Helix. Nevertheless, the 

absolute size of the variations of the transition energy is within a range of -0.02 ~ 0.02 eV  
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Figure 2.7: The length constraint on (FL)5 model system 
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Table 2.9: Length constraint effect on absorption energies (S0 S1) of (FL)5 a 

(FL)5 
Length 
(Å) 

S0 energy
(kcal/mol) 

S0 S1 
(eV) 

Zigzag, no constraint  39.5101  286.239  3.565  
Zigzag, 10 % shorter  ‐3.95  +1.47  +0.022 
Zigzag, 2.5 % longer  +0.99  +1.59  ‐0.025 

       
Helix, no constraint  40.1844  286.223  3.565  
Helix, 5 % shorter  ‐2.01  +1.88  ‐0.023 
Helix, 0.75% longer  +0.30  +1.31  ‐0.015 

       
Mixed, no constraint  39.5234  286.236  3.565  
Mixed, 10 % shorter  ‐3.95  +2.18  +0.022 
Mixed, 2% longer  +0.79  +1.57  ‐0.006 

a See Figure 2.7 and text. 
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A 

B 

C 

Figure 2.8: Effect of length constraint on S0 energy and S0 S1 transition energy of (FL)5: 
A. Relative S0 energy vs. Relative % length, B. Relative S0 S1 transition 
energy vs. Relative % length, C. S0 S1 transition energy vs. Relative S0 
energy 
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in response to the destabilization energy of ~2 Kcal/mol on (FL)5. This amounts to only -

3 ~ 3 nm band shift. 

Blue shift of high-energy absorption band in PF/FLO copolymer with high FLO 
content  

It would be nice if we had an experimental data for monodisperse oligofluorenes 

with multiple FLO defect in that such an experiment could address the question if the 

blueshifted absorption of FL/FLO copolymer with high FLO content comes from the 

conformational change of the polymer, as Dias et al. [11] argued, or resulted from the 

moiety itself with high FLO content. In this context, we estimate the absorption energy of 

oligofluorenes with multiple keto defects. 

In order to consider the excitation is centered on multiple keto defects, the 

multiple FLO units are placed around the middle of the oligomers. The calculation results 

on pentamer and heptamer are presented in Table 2.10. We can see that the blueshift is 

significant for pentamer and heptamer with –FLO-FL-FLO- or –FLO-FLO-FLO- 

sequences. However, as we saw earlier, the present trial fails to yield the same value for 

the high-energy absorption energy for (FL)n(FLO)(FL)n as for (FL)n and estimates the 

corresponding absorption energy of (FL)n(FLO)(FL)n consistently higher. Therefore, the 

blueshift observed with multiple keto defects from the calculation might just reflect such 

a discrepancy. 

CONCLUSION 

A combination of semi-empirical quantum calculations, ZIDNO/S vertical 

transition energy estimation with AM1 (AM1-CIS) geometry, is used to examine 

monodisperse fluorene oligomers and the fluorene oligomers with a central keto defect 

model systems. Encouraged by the fact that the methods can successfully explain 

experimental spectroscopic features of the oligomer systems in solution, the method is  
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Table 2.10: Effect of multiple keto defects on high-energy absorption band energy (eV), 
S0 S3 (CT π-π*) on pentamer and heptamer compared to systems with 
single central keto defect  

Number of 
Defects 

Pentamer  S0 S3    Heptamer  S0 S3 

1 
(Reference) 

(FL)2(FLO)(FL)2 
FL‐FL‐FLO‐FL‐FL 

3.665   
(FL)2(FLO)(FL)2 

FL‐FL‐FL‐FLO‐FL‐FL‐FL 
3.603 

1 
(FL)(FLO)(FL)3 
FL‐FLO‐FL‐FL‐FL 

‐0.043   
(FL)(FLO) (FL)3 

FL‐FL‐FLO‐FL‐FL‐FL‐FL 
‐0.022 

2 
(FL)(FLO)(FL)(FLO)(FL)
FL‐FLO‐FL‐FLO‐FL 

+0.044   
(FL)(FLO)(FL)(FLO)(FL) 
FL‐FL‐FLO‐FL‐FLO‐FL‐FL 

+0.062 

2 
(FL) (FLO)2(FL)2 
FL‐FLO‐FLO‐FL‐FL 

+0.039   
(FL) (FLO)2(FL)2 

FL‐FL‐FLO‐FLO‐FL‐FL‐FL 
+0.030 

3 
(FL)(FLO)3(FL) 

FL‐FLO‐FLO‐FLO‐FL 
+0.119   

(FL)(FLO)3(FL) 
FL‐FL‐FLO‐FLO‐FLO‐FL‐FL 

+0.099 
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applied to investigate the molecular interactions between segments of keto defect 

polyfluorene with oligomer model systems. The results suggest different types of 

interacting structures than the expected π-stacking-type interaction between conjugated 

systems. However, this kind of interaction never induces a significant spectral shift, 

compared to the spectroscopic features of components without the interaction. 

The effect of various conformations on the absorption energy of oligomer system 

is investigated. It can be concluded that the absorption energy of oligomers are fairly 

invariant with various conformations and even with destabilized conformations by 

mechanical stress. This extensive examination strongly supports the view that the spectral 

behavior in experiment can be assigned to the isolated keto defect and not to any of a 

wide variety of chain contacts or deformations. 
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Chapter 3 
Quantum Chemical Estimation of Absorption Spectra of Species from 

Singular Value Decomposition of Time Dependent Absorption 
Measurement 

INTRODUCTION 

Cyanines are commonly used as spectral sensitizers of photoinduced electron 

transfer reactions in silver halide photography  since Volge observed its sensitizing effect 

in 1873.[22]  It also has been applied in laser physics [23] and in nonlinear optics.[24] 

In a polar solvent such as water, however, many cyanine dyes change properties 

drastically by forming self-assembled J-aggregates, which have redshifted and very 

narrow absorption band of high absorbance relative to the absorption spectra of the 

corresponding monomer. Such aggregates draw attention in many areas because of the 

advantageous properties of fast electron transfer and long distance excitonic energy 

propagation. [25]  These properties also make them candidates for artificial light-

harvesting systems (LHS) in photoinduced electron transfer reactions.[26]  

The characteristics of the self-assembled J-aggregates can vary widely based on 

morphology but, initially, the morphologies of the J-aggregates could not be controlled. 

Daehne and Kirstein et al. combine the J-aggregation capability of cyanine dyes with the 

self-organization property of amphiphilic molecules, by introducing hydrophobic 

substituents such as long alkyl groups and polar, hydrophilic substituents such as 

acidoalkyl groups.[25, 27, 28] 

The composition of the hydrophilic group has been shown to significantly affect 

the morphology of a J-aggregate: a cyanine with carboxy-substituted 3,3’ nitrogen 

positions forms superhelical strands of double-walled tubules, whereas the same cyanine 
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with sulfo-substituted 3,3’ nitrogen positions forms individual double-walled tubules.[22, 

29-31] 

3,3'-bis(2-sulfopropyl)-5,5',6,6'-tetrachloro-1,1'-dioctylbenzimidacarbocyanine 

(C8S3)  forms individual double-walled tubules when dispersed in a polar solvent such as 

water in the presence of 10 wt % methanol. The double layer structure was confirmed in 

several ways: cryogenic transmission electron microscopy [31], polarized absorption 

spectroscopy [30] and theoretical calculations. [32] 

C8S3 J-aggregates have attracted research interest. In addition to the possible 

model system for LHS studies, it has interesting properties related with the formation of 

metal nanoparticles from noble metal cations. [33] When solutions of noble metal salts, 

Ag and Pd, added to C8S3, metal nanoparticles form along the outer wall of the tubular J-

aggregates. It is believed that the J-aggregate is oxidized for the reductive nucleation and 

growth of metal nanoparticles. However, the effect on the double-walled tubular 

morphology is different for Pd compared to Ag; Pd destroys the morphology but 

apparently Ag leaves intact the double-walled tubular morphology.  

The effect of J-aggregate oxidation in the presence of metals on its morphology 

remains unclear, as does the mechanism of particle nucleation. As such, necessary 

fundamental information regarding the intrinsic redox and electron-transfer properties of 

the C8S3 J-aggregate system is needed. Stevenson et al [34] did spectroelectrochemical 

studies to examine the redox and absorption properties of immobilized J-aggregates on 

transparent, conductive indium tin oxide (ITO) electrodes. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) in 

conjunction with UV-vis spectroscopy is used to elucidate unique mechanistic features of 

C8S3 J-aggregate redox activity.  

In the study, CV on J-aggregates on ITO in aqueous solution for a range, -0.7 ~ 

+0.5 (vs. Hg/Hg2SO4), shows an interesting voltammogram: In the first oxidative swap, a 
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sharp irreversible peak at +0.222 V is observed. In the following subsequent redox swaps 

in the range, reversible redox couple is observed at E1/2 = -0.378 V. With other 

experimental evidence, they were able to propose an electrochemical-chemical-

electrochemical mechanism (ECE) mechanism (see Figure 3.1) for the redox reactions 

during the CV. This scheme is basically identical to the redox mechanism for cyanine dye 

monomer (not aggregated) in methanol and acetonitrile proposed by Lenard et al. [35-

37]. In the first oxidative swap, the immobilized J-aggregate dye is irreversibly oxidized 

to dye radical dication: 
−•++ +→ edyedye 2  (3.1) 

The dye radical dication rapidly dimerizes with another dye radical: 
+•+ → 42 dimer2dye  (3.2) 

And then, 2-proton, 2-electron loss follows the dimerization to form oxidized, 

dehydrogenated dimer (DHDox): 
−+++ ++→ 2e2HDHDdimer 4

ox
4  (3.3) 

 In the following redox swaps, the reversible redox voltammograms are due to the 

reversible redox pair of DHDox and DHDred: 
+−+ ↔+ 2

red
4

ox DHD2eDHD  (3.4) 

The simultaneous spectral measurement during CV confirms the difference of the 

oxidative reactivities of inner and outer walls of J-aggregates and reveals that DHDred has 

an absorption peak at 560 nm. 

However, to firmly justify the proposed mechanism and to understand the details 

of the redox kinetics of the species involved, time-resolved absorption spectra were 

measured by Vanden Bout et al. [38] The absorption of the system during the CV is 

recorded for each combination of time and wavelength. The absorption at each data point 

is the overlap of the absorption of each species involved during the CV. Singular value  
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Figure 3.1: ECE mechanism proposed for C8S3 J-aggregate oxidation and subsequent 
dehydrogenated dimer formation during cyclic voltammetry 
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decomposition (SVD) technique is well suited to analyze this kind of data to deduce an 

impartial time dependent concentration of each species and time independent spectrum of 

each species. SVD has been used successfully for the analysis of complex data such as 

spectroscopic data sets, [39, 40] molecular dynamics trajectories of proteins, [41, 42] and 

time-resolved crystallography [43, 44]. 

SVD can be said to be based on two results in linear algebra: (1) Every nm×  

matrix can be expressed as the products of the three matrices, ))()(( nnnmmm ×××  where 

the column vectors in the first matrix are orthonormal to each other, the second matrix is 

diagonal (the diagonal elements are called singular values), and the row vectors in the 

third matrix are orthonormal to each other. (2) A subsequent approximation to the matrix 

can be made by ignoring (setting to zero) the singular values from the smallest one. SVD 

is utilized for image compression: a black and white image can be expressed as a large 

matrix in which each element denotes intensity of light. By getting rid of the small 

singular values after SVD, the image can be compressed (approximated by a smaller data 

set). As a reverse process, SVD is also applied to noise filtering:  While the complicated 

matrix is converted into a simpler matrix in image compression process, the noise 

filtering assumes the raw data have been complicated by the noise.  

The time-resolved absorption spectra measurement can be expressed by wt nn ×  

matrix, where nt is the number of time bins and nw is the number of wavelength bins. If 

the situation is ideal (there is no noise), the matrix element for the ith time and jth 

wavelength should be expressed as ∑
=

sn

k
jkik AtC

1
)()( ω  where ns is the number of 

chromophores in the system, )( ik tC  is the concentration of chromophore k at ith time bin 

and )( jkA ω  is the unit absorbance of chromophore k at jth wavelength. This matrix can be 

obviously expressed as a matrix product, CA, where Cik is )( ik tC  and Akj is )( jkA ω . 

However, it also can be expressed as the sum of ns matrices each of which is of the form 
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of (nt x 1) 1 (1 x nw). The kth ( snk ≤≤1 ) component is from the outer product of the kth 

column vector of C and the kth raw vector of A. In fact, this is the same as CA = CIA 

where I is the identity matrix of rank ns. In SVD procedure, essentially the same 

decomposition happens and the data matrix is decomposed to the summation of time 

dependent part times time independent part with weight (singular values).  

However, the columns in the first matrix and the rows in the third matrix from 

SVD cannot be directly interpreted to the concentration change and the absorption spectra 

of each species, respectively. They are only the orthonormal basis for them. With the 

judicious application of some knowledge or assumptions (spectra, kinetics for a species, 

initial concentrations, etc.), we could extract the both parts. 

Upon SVD analysis of the time-resolved absorption data during the CV by 

Vanden bout et al., [38] the existence of Dimer which is previously assumed became 

apparent and DHDint, the intermediate species during 2-electron redox reaction between 

DHDred and DHDox, was also identified. With SVD technique, the time resolved data are 

decomposed and refined to the absorption spectra of four processes: the oxidation of the 

dye monomer, the intermediate Dimer, the loss of the DHDox as well as the gain of 

DHDred, and DHDint transient species. From the previous results and the new data from 

SVD, the absorption spectral feature of each species are assigned: monomer peak 

absorption at 520 nm, DHDred at 560 nm, DHDox at ~440 and ~660 nm and DHDint at 

~700 nm. 

However, SVD procedure cannot avoid the bias during the data analysis. In this 

study, in order to verify the proposed mechanism, the optical absorption wavelengths of 

each proposed species is estimated by quantum chemical calculation. This is performed 

in three steps: 1) Simplification of the electrochemical species to simplified model 

systems, 2) evaluation of candidate conformers search for each model system, and 3) 
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calculation of the vertical excitation energies for the alternative conformer geometries for 

each species expected. 

In the below, first, the three steps are specified, and, then, I discuss that the 

absorption components of each species experimentally assigned compared to the 

absorption bands of the corresponding model system estimated by quantum chemical 

calculation. 

METHOD 

The proposed electrochemical species have the functional groups of R and SO3
-. 

We assume that those groups do not affect the absorption properties of the chemical 

species and substitute hydrogen atoms for those groups to build the model systems. The 

correspondence between the proposed electrochemical species and the associated model 

systems are given in Table 3.1. It should be noted that as SO3
- has a negative charge but 

hydrogen is neutral the model systems have different charge states than the corresponding 

electrochemical species. 

The possible equilibrium geometries of dimer-like model systems (4+ Dimer, 2+ 

DHD, 3+ DHD and 4+ DHD) are located in the following way: The initial geometries are 

generated by assigning various dihedral angles to the bonds with rotational degrees of 

freedom. There are nine bonds with the rotational degree of freedom in the model 

systems and we vary their dihedral angles systematically. For the bond connecting the 

two monomers, we add 72 degrees for each variation and for the others, 120 degrees. 

Then, first, the initial geometries are optimized for all degrees of freedom with MMFF 

force field [45-49]. Those MMFF equilibrium geometries, then, are used as the initial 

geometry for AM1 geometry optimization. The AM1 geometries for each model system 

located in this way are listed in Table 3.2 and Figure 3.2. In Table 3.2, the notation used  
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Table 3.1: Associations between electrochemical species in the proposed mechanism and 
model systems for quantum chemical calculation, listed with their notations 
and charges 

Electrochemical Species    Corresponding Model System 

Notation  (Charge)    Notation  (Charge) 

J‐aggregate dye molecule  (‐1)    1+ Monomer  (+1) 

Radical dye  (neutral)    ‐‐   

Dimer  (neutral)    4+ Dimer  (+4) 

Dianion dimer  (‐2)    2+ Dimer  (+2) 

DHDred
  (‐2)    2+ DHD  (+2) 

DHDint  (‐1)    3+ DHD  (+3) 

DHDox  (neutral)    4+ DHD  (+4) 
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Table 3.2: Notations and the corresponding ground state heat of formation for conformer 
geometries for each model system 

1+ Monomer  kcal/mol    2+ DHD  kcal/mol 
MON1+  256.7    DHD2+

1  564.2 
      DHD2+

2  564.7 
4+ Dimer  kcal/mol    DHD2+

3  571.7 
DIM4+

1  1123.9    DHD2+
4  571.9 

DIM4+
2  1127.1       

DIM4+
3  1134.2       

         
3+ DHD  kcal/mola    4+ DHD  kcal/mol 
DHD3+

1  822.0    DHD4+
1  1149.5 

DHD3+
2  823.2    DHD4+

2  1150.7 
DHD3+

3  831.9    DHD4+
3  1162.3 

DHD3+
4  832.2    DHD4+

4  1162.6 
DHD3+

5  842.1    DHD4+
5  1174.2 

DHD3+
6  842.5    DHD4+

6  1774.4 
DHD3+

7  843.0    DHD4+
7  1774.7 

a Obtained for doublet ground state with UHF AM1 
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(b) DIM4+

1 (c) DIM4+
1 (d) DIM4+
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(e) DHD2+
1 (f) DHD2+

2 (g) DHD2+
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(h) DHD3+
1 (i) DHD3+

2 (j) DHD3+
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(k) DHD4+
1 (l) DHD4+

2 (m) DHD4+
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Figure 3.2: Selected molecular geometries of model systems 
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here and heat of formations of the conformers for each model system are given, and, in 

Figure 3.2, the molecular structures of several conformer geometries are presented. 

For all steps to locate the equilibrium geometries, SPARTAN ‘02 program 

package [16] is used. For the radical species, 3+ DHD, its UHF AM1 geometries from 

SPARTAN ‘02 are examined by using them as the initial geometries for ROHF AM1 

geometry optimization performed with GAMESS. [50] We find no significantly different 

results from UHF and ROHF AM1 geometries in any aspects for our discussion. Here, 

UHF stands for Unrestricted Hartree-Fock and ROHF for restricted open-shell Hartree-

Fock theory. 

The vertical excitation energies and oscillator strengths of each model system are 

obtained by single point ZINDO/S [51-54] calculation on the equilibrium geometries for 

the model system obtained in the previous step. ZINDO/S calculation is run using 

ArgusLab [18] with the size of configuration interaction active space of 45 highest 

occupied molecular orbitals (HOMOs) and 45 lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals 

(LUMOs) for all conformer geometries of the model systems, except for  3+ DHD. 

For comparative reasons, time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) 

[55] calculations are performed, for which GAMESS is used with B3LYP for exchange 

correlation functional and 6-31G* for basis function for all atoms (H, C, N and Cl). 

Among the equilibrium geometries obtained in the previous step, the geometry with the 

lowest ground state energy from each model system is selected for TD-DFT calculation. 

The results from ZINDO/S and TD-DFT calculations on the geometries are juxtaposed in 

Table 3.3. Comparison of the results obtained via ZINDO/S and TD-DFT show that in 

general TD-DFT gives reasonably close results to those from ZINDO/S although 

ZINDO/S gives more close results to the experimental data. [56] 
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Table 3.3: Comparison of vertical excitation energies (λ) and oscillator strengths (f) 
calculated with ZINDO/S and TD-DFT for a set of identical geometries 
(MON1+, DIM4+

1, DHD2+
1, DHD4+

1 and DHD3+
1) 

(a) MON1+ 
See Table 3.4. 

(b) DIM4+
1 

ZINDO/S    TD‐DFT 
4+ Dimer  Λ 

(nm) 
f   

λ 
(nm) 

f 

S0 S1  520  1.49    581  0.00 
S0 S2  519  0.00    577  0.11 
S0 S3  452  0.00    529  1.13 

 
(c) DHD2+

1 
ZINDO/S    TD‐DFT 

2+ DHD  λ 
(nm) 

f   
λ 

(nm) 
f 

S0 S1  554  1.44    542  0.39 
S0 S2  545  0.67    524  0.02 
S0 S3  430  0.00    463  0.85 
S0 S4  425  0.09    450  1.43 
S0 S5  369  0.41    386  0.08 

 
(d) DHD4+

1 
ZINDO/S    TD‐DFT 

4+ DHD  λ 
(nm) 

f   
λ 

(nm) 
f 

S0 S1  632  1.53    810  1.07 
S0 S2  549  0.00    765  0.51 
S0 S3  496  0.52    758  0.00 
S0 S4  484  0.02    696  0.00 
S0 S5  483  0.02    683  0.02 
S0 S6  460  0.00    676  0.00 
S0 S7  423  0.34    578  0.00 
S0 S8  421  0.00    578  0.00 
S0 S9  401  0.00    505  0.00 

 
(e) DHD3+

1 
ZINDO/Sa    TD‐DFT 

3+ DHD  λ 
(nm) 

f   
λ 

(nm) 
f 

D0 D1  913  0.06    961  0.33 
D0 D2  790  0.00    805  0.00 
D0 D3  718  0.91    727  0.01 
D0 D4  649  0.00    690  0.65 
D0 D5  578  0.56    617  0.00 
D0 D6  525  0.09    616  0.00 
D0 D7  489  0.00    608  0.15 

 

a The configuration interaction active space consists of 15 HOMOs and 15 LUMOs 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

1+ Monomer 

For this model system, no rotational degree of freedom is assumed and MON1+ 

(see Figure 3.2, (a)) is the only conformer geometry for the model system, 1+ Monomer. 

The single point ZINDO/S calculation on the AM1 optimized geometry gives an 

absorption band (509 nm) with strong oscillator strength (1.41) which is close to the 

experimentally determined absorption band of J-aggregate dye molecule, 520 nm. It 

should be note that among the electrochemical species in the proposed mechanism J-

aggregate dye molecule is the only species where the static absorption spectrum is 

experimentally determined. Several calculated absorption bands with lowest transition 

energies are given in Table 3.4. 

4+ Dimer 

In the proposed mechanism, Radical dye formed by the oxidation of J-aggregate 

dye molecule is assumed as a precursor for Dimer  and, then, Dimer is dehydrogenated to 

DHDox which forms the reversible redox pair with DHDred. However, an alternative path 

might be possible; without Radical dye, J-aggregate dye molecule is dimerized to 

Dianion dimer and, then, Dianion dimer is reduced to DHDred which forms the 

reversible redox pair with DHDox. We tried the AM1 geometry optimization on 2+ Dimer 

which is the corresponding model system of Dianion dimer and found that it is not stable 

(Each monomer tends to separate.). Therefore, the path with intermediate Dianion dimer 

might not be possible. 

In the conformer search for 4+ Dimer model system, three equilibrium geometries 

of different conformers are located (see Methods) and ZINDO/S calculation on each  
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Table 3.4: Comparison of vertical excitation energies (λ) and oscillator strengths (f) 
calculated with ZINDO/S and TD-DFT for the conformer of 1+ Monomer, 
MON1+ 

ZINDO/S    TD‐DFT 
1+ Monomer (MON1+)  λ 

(nm) 
f   

λ 
(nm) 

f 

S0 S1  509  1.41    441  1.89 
S0 S2  342  0. 07    343  0.02 
S0 S3  303  0.01    313  0.01 
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geometry shows moderately small deviations among them. In Table 3.5, the calculation 

results for the two conformers with lowest AM1 S0 energies (DIM4+
1 and DIM4+

2) are 

given. We can see that for both of the conformers the vertical transition S0 S1 is the 

strongest absorption band and their wavelengths are close to the experimental absorption 

band of J-aggregate dye molecule (520 nm) and to the absorption band calculated from 

MON1+ (509 nm).  

The closeness of the absorption bands of MON1+ and DIM4+
1~2 could be the 

reason why the absorption component of Dimer is not characterized in the experiment. 

Because, according to the mechanism, there is stochastic relation between J-aggregate 

dye molecule and Dimer, the variation of the absorption spectra can be described only 

with the variation of the concentration of either of the two species.  

2+ DHD 
The conformer search for 2+ DHD, which is the corresponding model system to 

DHDred, results in four local minimum geometries. Their absorption bands are not very 

different from one another and the calculation results for two conformers with the lowest 

energies (DHD2+
1 and DHD2+

2) are given in Table 3.6. As can be seen in Table 3.2, those 

conformers have lower S0 energies than the others (DHD2+
3 and DHD2+

4) by around 7 

kcal/mol, which means that DHD2+
1 and DHD2+

2 are the dominant conformers for 2+ 

DHD. We can see in Table 3.6 that the absorption bands, 554 nm (S0 S1) and 545 nm 

(S0 S2) from DHD2+
1 and 559 nm (S0 S1) and 540 nm (S0 S2) from DHD2+

2, are of 

significant oscillator strengths close to the absorption component which is experimentally 

assigned to DHDred (560 nm). 
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Table 3.5: Vertical excitation energies (λ) and oscillator strengths (f) calculated with 
ZINDO/S for the conformers of 4+ Dimer, DIM4+

1 and DIM4+
2  

DIM4+
1    DIM4+

2 
4+ Dimer  λ 

(nm) 
f   

λ 
(nm) 

f 

S0 S1  520  1.49    503  1.01 
S0 S2  519  0.00    493  0.49 
S0 S3  452  0.00    443  0.03 
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Table 3.6: Vertical excitation energies (λ) and oscillator strengths (f) calculated with 
ZINDO/S for the conformers of 2+ DHD, DHD2+

1 and DHD2+
2  

DHD2+
1    DHD2+

2 
2+ DHD  λ 

(nm) 
f   

λ 
(nm) 

f 

S0 S1  554  1.44    559  0.87 
S0 S2  545  0.67    540  1.29 
S0 S3  430  0.00    430  0.01 
S0 S4  425  0.09    425  0.07 
S0 S5  369  0.41    371  0.40 
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4+ DHD 

The conformer search for 4+ DHD, which is the corresponding model system to 

DHDox, results in seven local equilibrium geometries. Their absorption bands are also 

quite similar to one another and the calculation results for the two conformers with the 

lowest energies (DHD4+
1 and DHD4+

2) are given in Table 3.7. As can be seen in Table 

3.2, those conformers have lower S0 energies than all of the others (DHD4+
3~7) by more 

than 10 kcal/mol.  

As one can see in Table 3.7, for DHD4+
1, the absorption bands of 632 nm 

(S0 S1), 496 nm (S0 S3) and 423 nm (S0 S7) are of significant oscillator strength and 

for DHD4+
2 the absorption bands of 623 nm (S0 S1), 538 nm (S0 S2) and 424 nm 

(S0 S8) are. Therefore, it would be reasonable to assign the experimental absorption 

component with 445 nm and 667 nm to DHDox. It would be worthy to note that both of 

ZINDO/S and TD-DFT are usually useful for, quantitatively, estimating the transition 

energies and for, qualitatively, determining which transition is strong, but it is not 

uncommonly observed that the relative intensity for two bands determined in an 

experiment and the relative intensity drown from the magnitude of oscillator strengths of 

the two bands calculated by the theories do not agree. [57-59] Therefore, it could be 

another example of the above situation that the experimentally determined absorption 

component of 445 nm has stronger intensity than that of 667 nm while the oscillator 

strength of near 400 nm band calculated by ZINDO/S is smaller than that of near 600 nm 

band from both of DHD4+
1 and DHD4+

2. 

In the experiment, the intermediate band (496 nm from DHD4+
1 or 538 nm from 

DHD4+
2) is not assigned for DHDox. This can be understood in the same way as for 560 

nm band assigned to J-aggregate dye molecule instead of to Dimer (see above). The  
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Table 3.7: Vertical excitation energies (λ) and oscillator strengths (f) calculated with 
ZINDO/S for the conformers of 4+ DHD, DHD4+

1 and DHD4+
2 

DHD4+
1    DHD4+

2 
4+ DHD  λ 

(nm) 
f   

λ 
(nm) 

f 

S0 S1  632  1.53    623  0.95 
S0 S2  549  0.00    538  0.99 
S0 S3  496  0.52    519  0.09 
S0 S4  484  0.02    474  0.01 
S0 S5  483  0.02    474  0.02 
S0 S6  460  0.00    452  0.11 
S0 S7  423  0.34    432  0.02 
S0 S8  421  0.00    424  0.25 
S0 S9  401  0.00    413  0.01 
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intermediate bands from DHD4+
1 and DHD4+

2 are pretty close to 560 nm band from 

DHDred. 

3+ DHD 

The conformer search for 3+ DHD, which is the corresponding model system to 

DHDint, with UHF AM1 results in seven equilibrium geometries. ArgusLab does not 

allow ZINDO/S calculation for systems with odd number of electrons. We are able to 

obtain ZINDO/S calculation results [60] on DHD3+
1~7 utilizing Hyperchem program. [61] 

The absorption spectra from the seven equilibrium geometries are again not so 

different from each other and the calculation results for two conformers with the lowest 

ground state energies (DHD3+
1 and DHD3+

2) are given in Table 3.8. Note that, in the 

table, ZINDO/S calculation with active space of 15 HOMOs and 15 LUMOs are also 

presented in addition to ZINDO/S calculation with active space of 45 HOMOs and 45 

LUMOs, used in the previous model systems. As can be seen in Table 3.2, those 

conformers have lower ground state energies than the others (DHD3+
3~7) by more than 8 

kcal/mol. 

In Table 3.8, we can see that there is a near-700 nm band with significant 

oscillator strength and acceptable spin no matter which of DHD3+
1 and DHD3+

2 is 

selected to be calculated or which of the size of active space is used in the calculation. 

Those bands are close to the absorption component which experimentally assigned to 

DHDint (700 nm). 

CONCLUSION 

The mechanism of the oxidation of C8S3 cyanine dye double-walled tubular J-

aggregates immobilized at an unmodified ITO electrode surface and the subsequent 

dehydrogenated dimer formation has been studied by Vanden Bout et al. [38] Singular  
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Table 3.8: Vertical excitation energies (λ), oscillator strengths (f) and Spin Sa calculated 
with ZINDO/S for the conformers of 3+ DHD, DHD3+

1 and DHD3+
2 

(a) ZINDO/S calculation for vertical excitations with 15 HOMOs and 15 LUMOs 
DHD3+

1    DHD3+
2 

3+ DHD  λ 
(nm) 

F  Spin Sa   
λ 

(nm) 
f  Spin Sa 

D0 D1  913  0.06  0.58    900  0.18  0.62 
D0 D2  790  0.00  0.61    811  0.20  0.62 
D0 D3  718  0.91  0.58    715  0.25  0.57 
D0 D4  649  0.00  0.83    644  0.31  0.83 
D0 D5  578  0.56  0.54    585  0.07  0.82 
D0 D6  525  0.09  0.96    536  0.49  0.55 
D0 D7  489  0.00  0.95    517  0.17  0.81 
D0 D8  478  0.10  1.01    492  0.01  1.00 
D0 D9  457  0.00  0.88    461  0.00  0.87 

 
(b) ZINDO/S calculation for vertical excitations with 45 HOMOs and 45 LUMOs 

DHD3+
1    DHD3+

2 
3+ DHD  λ 

(nm) 
f  Spin Sa   

λ 
(nm) 

f  Spin Sa 

D0 D1  972  0.12  0.64    996  0.21  0.69 
D0 D2  804  0.00  0.66    837  0.12  0.68 
D0 D3  756  0.84  0.61    729  0.21  0.61 
D0 D4  685  0.01  0.85    681  0.32  0.86 
D0 D5  602  0.32  0.66    640  0.04  0.86 
D0 D6  573  0.05  0.93    573  0.11  0.94 
D0 D7  558  0.00  1.08    559  0.31  0.76 
D0 D8  552  0.00  1.18    553  0.00  1.19 
D0 D9  551  0.00  1.19    552  0.03  1.15 

 

a The solution of x(x+1)=<S2> 
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value decomposition technique is applied to the time-dependent absorption measurement 

during cyclic voltammetry of the C8S3 cyanine dye to reveal the detailed kinetics and the 

absorption of chemical species involved during the cyclic voltammetry experiment.  

In this study, ZINDO/S method is applied to AM1 ground state geometry for 

verifying the absorption spectra assigned to the electrochemical species assigned by 

singular value decomposition analysis. Quantum chemical estimations on the absorption 

bands of electrochemical species involved in the mechanism generally fit well to the 

experimentally assigned absorption spectra. 

Due to the advantageous and interesting properties of C8S3, the detailed 

understanding on its redox mechanism should facilitate the potential creation of novel 

functional devices in the future. 
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Chapter 4 
Quantum Chemical Estimation of Standard Reduction Potentials of 

C8S3 Monomer and Dehydrogenated Dimer 

INTRODUCTION 

The determination of standard reduction potentials of compounds is 

fundamentally important in electrochemistry, since this is a fundamental quantity to 

describe the redox behavior of a molecule. 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Stevenson et al. [34] described the redox mechanism 

of the J-aggregated C8S3 dye molecule immobilized on indium tin oxide (ITO) 

electrodes in water during cyclic voltammetry (CV) in the following way: In the first 

oxidative step, C8S3 is oxidized to dye radical as in Reaction (4.1) below. The dye 

radical then dimerizes very rapidly, (4.2), and the dehydrogenation follows to form an 

oxidized dehydrogenated dimer (DHDox), (4.3). Then, in the reverse reductive step, 

DHDox is reduced (DHDred), gaining two electrons. In the following oxidative and 

reductive steps, DHDox and DHDred are oxidized and reduced reversibly (4.4). The peak 

potential (Ep) for the monomer oxidation is measured in the CV is +0.862 V (vs. NHE) 

and the half-wave potential (E1/2) for the reversible redox reactions for DHDox and 

DHDred pair is +0.262 V (vs. NHE). 
−•++ +→ edyedye 2  (4.1) 
+•+ → 42 dimer2dye  (4.2) 

−+++ ++→ 2e2HDHDdimer 4
ox

4  (4.3) 
+−+ ↔+ 2

red
4

ox DHD2eDHD  (4.4) 

Although CV experiments are typically aimed at qualitative identification of 

redox systems, the characteristics of voltammograms can be related with standard 
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potentials for the redox pair of interest using appropriate models and approximations for 

the processes involved in CV. [62] 

For the monomer oxidation, (4.1)-(4.3), Stevenson et al. [34] showed that the 

reversibility of those reactions is dependent on the pH of solvent. The voltammogram 

with pH > 4.5 show the reactions are completely irreversible, but in a lower pH region, 

the reversibility of C8S3 oxidation can be observed. In addition, for some cyanine dyes 

with steric hindrance for the dimerization, (4.2), the monomer oxidation is found to be 

reversible. [35] For this reason, it can be reasonably assumed that (4.1) is reversible, and 

the combination of (4.2) and (4.3) is irreversible. Although more realistic models 

including the whole reactions involved with the monomer oxidation, (4.1)-(4.3), may be 

used to describe the features of the voltammogram and the standard potential of (4.1), the 

following model is sufficient. 

RneO ↔+ −  (4.5) 

ZR k⎯→⎯2  (4.6) 

In this model, the first step is the reversible charge transfer reaction and the second one is 

irreversible dimerization. In this case, it is shown [63] that the formal potential can be 

given with the peak potential in CV as   

)/ln()3/()]2/()378.4ln[()3/( *' RTkCnFvnFRTDDnFRTEE OROp −+= πo  (4.7) 

where R is gas constant, T is temperature, 'oE  is formal potential, Ep is peak potential, n 

is the number of electrons involved, F is the Faraday constant,  DO and  DR are the 

diffusion constants for oxidant and reductant, respectively, v  is scan rate in CV, k is the 

reaction rate of dimerization and *
OC is bulk concentration of oxidant. 

For a reversible redox reaction like that between DHDox and DHDred, it is well 

known that the average of the cathodic and anodic peak potentials (E1/2=(Epa+Epc)/2) in 

CV is an excellent approximation of formal potentials [62] 
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)/ln()/( 2/12/1
2/1

'
OR DDnFRTEE −=o  (4.8) 

where the same definitions for (4.7) applies here. 

For the reversible reactions, the redox potentials are related to the free energy 

difference between the oxidized and the corresponding reduced state. In this chapter, the 

standard reduction potentials of monomer C8S3, (4.1), and its dehydrogenated dimer 

DHD, (4.4), will be considered using theoretical methods to estimate the free energy 

changes. The goal is to determine the applicability of such methods to such large systems. 

The standard reduction potential oE  of a redox reaction ReO →+ −n  is related 

to the free energy difference (‘R’, reduced; ‘O’, oxidized) 

)O()(red GRGG −=Δ  (4.9) 
onFEGnG −=Δ−Δ NHEred  (4.10) 

where F is the Faraday constant,  eV 4.43- NHE =ΔG is the energy required to take up an 

electron from the normal hydrogen electrode (NHE), and oE  is the reduction potential 

measured relative to NHE. The free energy difference ( redGΔ ) can be calculated by 

considering a thermodynamic cycle connecting oxidized and reduced states of the redox 
pair in a vacuum and solvent as in Figure 4.1. gasGΔ  is the difference between the 

molecular free energies of redox pair O and R in vacuum. (A)solvGΔ , the solvation 

energy, is the free energy difference in the process of moving a generic species, A, from a 

vacuum to a solvent. Therefore, the above can be expressed as 

NHEsolvgasred GnGGnFE Δ+ΔΔ−Δ−=o  (4.11) 

where   
)O()( gasgasgas GRGG −=Δ  (4.12) 

is the gas-phase free energy difference and  
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Figure 4.1: Thermodynamic cycle connecting the oxidized (O) and the reduced state (R) 
in a solvent  
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)O()R( solvsolvsolv GGG Δ−Δ=ΔΔ  (4.13) 

is the solvation free energy difference between the reduced (R) and oxidized (O) states. 
For the evaluation of gasGΔ , the molecular free energy (A)gasG  can be expressed 

as  
KT

TVRelec GEG 298
gas (A) =+=  (4.14) 

where elecE   is electronic energy and KT
TVRG 298=  is the summation of zero-point vibrational 

energy and the temperature dependent contributions from the translational, vibrational 

and rotational degrees of freedom.  

Ideally, (A)solvGΔ  would be evaluated considering the solvent molecules 

explicitly in order to capture the free energy changes when introducing a solute (A) into a 

solvent. However, it is computationally demanding because a large number of solvent 

particles are needed and it is unnecessary for our purpose because we are not interested in 

the explicit behavior of the solvent molecules.  

As an approximation, the energy of transferring a solute molecule from gas phase 

to solution can be factored into separate non-physical (not measurable separately) 

components, distinguished by their physical origins: Cavitation, electrostatic interaction, 

dispersion interaction and solvent entropy change. Cavitation is the free energy cost of 

creating empty space in a solvent into which a solute molecule is inserted from the gas 

phase. If there is no solute-solvent interaction, this component will be all that is needed to 

compute the solvation energy. Electrostatic interaction results in the lowering of total free 

energy from the polarization of solvent molecules due to the introduction of a solute 

molecule with electrical moment. Dispersion energy results from the short-range 

attraction between solute-solvent molecules due to electronic polarizability. The 

equilibrium structure and dynamics of the solvent can be strongly changed with the 
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introduction of a solute molecule, as demonstrated by the hydrophobic effect, where the 

introduction of a hydrophobic solute into water causes water molecules in vicinity of the 

solute to lose orientational freedom.  

For a redox pair, where each compound has well developed electrical moments, 

solvGΔΔ  can be estimated to reasonable accuracy using only the electrostatic term. In this 

study, solvGΔΔ  is evaluated by considering only electrostatic interactions between solute 

and solvent, which are determined by the equilibrium polarization distribution of the 

solvent phase as a response to the solute introduction. Substituting a dielectric continuum 

for the solvent, the charge distribution of the solvent is replaced by continuous electric 

fields and the potential of the fields can then be solved using the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) 

equation [64]. Finally, the solvation free energy is given as )()(
2
1 rr φρ∫=G  where ρ  is 

the charge distribution of the solute and φ  is the electrostatic potential obtained from PB. 

In this way, given the dielectric constant for the solvent and the charge distribution of the 

solute molecule, the solvation energy can be calculated. However, here we ignore the 

influence of the polarization of the solvent on the electronic Hamiltonian of the solute. 

Also, the geometries and the corresponding wavefunctions calculated in gas phase are 

used to evaluate the solvation energy in the solution phase. The approximation has been 

proved reasonable in other studies. [65, 66] 

In the following, the details of the calculation scheme we use are described in 

Method section. Then, in Results and Discussion, the scheme is benchmarked, first, with 

a set of small molecular redox systems with standard reduction potentials available and, 

then, benchmarked with a set of simpler cyanine dyes with experimental (determined in 

CV) redox potentials. Finally, the applicability of the scheme to the larger target systems, 

C8S3 and its DHD, is discussed. 
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METHOD 

Geometry optimization and molecular free energy in gas phase 

For all molecules in this study, the equilibrium geometry in each electronic state 

is obtained with semi-empirical AM1 [15] ground state energy optimization using the 

GAMESS program. [50] For even number electron systems, the restricted Hartree-Fock 

(RHF) AM1 Hamiltonian is used for the singlet state and for odd number electron 

systems unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF) AM1 is used for the doublet state. From the 

equilibrium geometries obtained, in addition to the electronic energy, the normal modes 

are analyzed, and with the ideal gas, rigid rotor and harmonic normal mode 

approximation, the molecular free energy is obtained. The DFT electronic energy with 

B3LYP functional and 6-31G (d,p) basis set  for the same geometry obtained with AM1 

is also considered. For C8S3 monomers and DHDs, in order to consider the effect of 

water solvation on solute geometries, the Conductor-like Screening Model (COSMO) 

[67] combined with AM1 is applied to geometry optimization. The COSMO approach 

employs an analytic approximation for solvent that is accurate for a conducting boundary 

(infinite dielectric constant) which is a reasonable estimate for high dielectrics like water. 

COSMO geometry optimization is run with MOPAC2007 program with 80.0 for the 

dielectric constant and 1.3 Å for the effective radius of a water solvent molecule. As 

MOPAC2007 does not provide the normal mode information for COSMO optimized 

geometries, the reduction potential estimation using COSMO geometries in the following 

are only from electronic energies and solvation energies.  

Atomic partial charge distribution for solvation term 

In order to evaluate the solvation energy in the next step, the charge distribution 

of a solute molecule for the AM1 geometries obtained above is calculated in two ways. 
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With the AM1 wavefunctions, as implemented in Spartan ’02, [16] the nuclei partial 

charges are fit to the uniform sampling of electrostatic potential (ESP) on points 

extending outward from the van der Waals surface. Alternatively, with DFT (B3LYP, 6-

31G(d, p)) wavefunctions, the restrained electrostatic potential (RESP) procedure [68, 

69] is followed. RESP is intended to fix a recurring problem from fitting nuclear partial 

charges via ESP: The partial charges obtained from the best linear regression fit can be 

sensitive to conformational change and often are unreasonably large. In RESP, as above, 

the electrostatic potential is calculated around the molecule for a set of points on several 

fused sphere van der Waals surfaces, but a restraint is introduced to the fitting process of 

the nuclear partial charges in the form of a penalty function to reduce the above problems 

with only a minor decrease in the quality of the fit. [70] 

Solvation energy 

The Poisson’s equation is solved with the DelPhi program [71, 72]. The dielectric 

constant inside the solute volume is set to 1 and єH2O=80 and єAcN = 37.5 are used for 

water and acetonitrile (AcN) solvation, respectively. The boundary of the solute and 

solvent is defined with solvent probe radii of 1.4 Å for water and 2.0 Å for AcN. For 

solving the Poisson equation, a focusing procedure is applied. For a small molecule, a 

low-resolution grid of 1013 points and 1.0 Å grid size are used to generate the initial 

electrostatic potential, which is refined with high-resolution grid of 1013 points and 0.25 

Å grid size. For larger molecules, the size of box for the initial and focusing steps is 

changed according to the size of molecules. For the initial step, the box size is set so that 

the molecule occupies 10 % of the box size and, for the focusing step, the ratio is set to 

40 %.  Those ratios are designed to have similar ratios for the cases of small molecules. 

The solute vdW radii used for water are: 1.5, 1.9, 1.4, 1.4, 1.2, and 2.025 Å for C, Cl, O, 
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N, H, and S, respectively and for AcN are: 1.725, 2.1, 1.7, 1.7, 1.2, and 2.3 Å for C, Cl, 

O, N, H, and S, respectively, as recommended in Ref. [66]. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Benchmarking with small molecules 

We first benchmarked the methods using a test set of small molecules with the 

experimental standard reduction potentials in water and AcN available. Knapp and 

Schmidt am Busch [66] conducted a theoretical study on the standard reduction potential 

of 21 oxygen- or sulfur-centered organic radicals of medium size molecules in water and 

AcN. The scaffold of the calculation scheme is identical to the scheme in this paper. In 

their scheme, the solvation energy is calculated in the same way, using the atomic partial 

charges from the RESP procedure as described previously, but the geometry optimization 

and the corresponding electronic energy and molecular free energies from other degrees 

of freedoms are obtained at a different level. Their best calculation scheme (the correlated 

ab initio Gaussian model G3, [G3MP2]) gives an excellent fit to experimental data. The 

overall root-mean-square (RMS) deviation between the measured and computed standard 

reduction potentials is 0.058 V. However, the method utilizes the relatively high level 
G3MP2 method to calculate gasGΔ . The G3MP2 method [73] uses geometries from 

second-order perturbation theory (MP2) and zero-point vibrational energies from 

Hartree-Fock theory combined with a series of single-point correlated energy calculations 

in second order MP2 and fourth order MP4. In another scheme, they tested DFT with a 

large basis, [B3LYP/aug-cc-pvTZ], also gives a good fit to the same experimental data 

(RMS=0.150 V). This scheme calculates the optimized geometries and gas free energies 

with DFT (B3LYP/6-31G (d,p)) and electronic energies using B3LYP/aug-cc-pvTZ. 
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As the systems of interest, C8S3 monomer and DHD, are significantly larger than 

the small molecules tested above, we test the use of semi-empirical AM1 geometry. As 

the normal mode analysis follows the geometry optimization method, the thermodynamic 

variables are also obtained with AM1. For electronic energy, in addition to AM1, we also 

test B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) electronic energy, which is also used for the atomic charge 

distribution calculation. For the partial charge distribution, in addition to RESP from 

B3LYP/6-31G(d,p), the partial charges from AM1 wavefunctions are also tested. 

Therefore, we have four calculation schemes to test: [AM1, DFT], [DFT, DFT], [AM1, 

AM1], and [DFT, AM1]. In the bracket notation for our schemes, the first term denotes 

the method applied to obtain the electronic energy and the second denotes the method for 

partial charges (solvation energy). As mentioned, AM1 geometries and AM1 gas phase 

free energies are used commonly in all four methods. 

We test the four schemes for the molecules used by Knapp and Schmidt am Busch 

that have experimental values in water or AcN: fifteen molecules are available for 

standard reduction potential in water and eleven for AcN. The molecules are presented in 

Table 4.1. The results are presented in Table 4.2 and Figure 4.2. The RMS deviations 

with experimental values for each method are [AM1, DFT], 0.204; [DFT, DFT], 0.391; 

[AM1, AM1], 0.210; and [DFT, AM1], 0.361. We can see that [AM1, DFT] and [AM1, 

AM1] are comparable to DFT [B3LYP/aug-cc-pvTZ] and also that the order of redox 

potentials calculated with the same method for individual molecules are generally 

maintained between methods. 

Based on the facts that [G3MP2] gives an excellent fit to the experimental values 

and that the contribution of KT
TVRG 298=  to the resultant potential is generally very small (-

0.05 V on average), we compare the contribution of electronic energy terms and solvation 

energy terms from the four calculation schemes with the corresponding terms from  
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Table 4.1: Molecule index for small molecules with experimentally determined standard 
reduction potential in Water and/or Acetonitrile 

Molecule 
index 

Substances  Formula 

1  p‐nitrophenoxyl radical  4‐NO2‐Ph‐O/O 

2  phenoxyl radical  4‐H‐Ph‐O/O‐ 

3  p‐chlorophenoxyl radica  4‐Cl‐Ph‐O•/O 

4  p‐methylphenoxyl radical  4‐CH3‐Ph‐O•/O‐ 

5  p‐methoxyphenoxyl radical  4‐CHO3‐Ph‐O•/O‐ 

6  p‐aminophenoxyl radical  4‐NH2‐Ph‐O•/O‐ 

7  p‐benzoquinone  O=Ph=O/O=Ph‐O•‐ 

9  phenylthiyl radical  4‐H‐Ph‐S•/S‐ 

10  p‐chlorophenylthiyl radical  4‐Cl‐Ph‐S•/S‐ 

11  p‐methylphenylthiyl radical  4‐CH3‐Ph‐S•/S‐ 

12  p‐methoxyphenylthiyl radical  4‐CHO3‐Ph‐S•/S‐ 

13  p‐aminophenoxyl radical  4‐NH2‐Ph‐S•/S‐ 

18  benzoylthiyl radical  Ph‐COS•/S‐ 

19  p‐methylbenzoylthiyl radical  CH3‐Ph‐COS•/S− 

20  p‐methoxybenzoylthiyl radical  CH3O‐Ph‐COS•/S 

21  thiopropanoic acid radical  C2H5‐COS•/S 
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Table 4.2: Experimental measurement and theoretical estimation of standard reduction 
potential for small molecules in Water and Acetonitrile (V vs. NHE) 

(A) Water 
Molecule 
index 

Exp.a  [G3MP2] b 
[B3LYP/ 

aug‐cc‐pvTZ] b 
[AM1, DFT]  [DFT, DFT]  [AM1, AM1]  [DFT, AM1] 

1  1.28, 1.23  1.330  1.330  1.086  1.554  1.014  1.483 

2  0.86, 0.79  0.906  0.758  0.426  1.055  0.557  1.187 

3  0.85,0.8  0.885  0.687  0.347  ‐0.062  0.467  0.058 

4  0.71, 0.68  0.683  0.480  0.232  ‐0.306  0.388  ‐0.149 

5  0.58, 0.54, 0.44  0.460  0.305  0.341  ‐0.256  0.438  ‐0.160 

6  0.24, 0.217  0.225  ‐0.059  0.002  ‐0.767  0.131  ‐0.638 

7  0.1, 0.11  0.110  0.255  0.372  ‐0.270  0.448  ‐0.194 

9  0.69  0.746  0.482  0.722  0.457  0.868  0.602 

11  0.64  0.582  0.380  0.650  0.358  0.830  0.539 

12  0.57  0.472  0.206  0.273  ‐0.290  0.407  ‐0.156 

13  0.36  0.450  0.101  0.258  ‐0.405  0.383  ‐0.280 

18  1.21  1.220  1.044  1.073  0.837  1.172  0.935 

19  1.19  1.210  0.964  1.041  0.781  1.161  0.900 

20  1.17  1.110  0.940  1.027  0.717  1.104  0.793 

21  1.22  1.207  1.085  1.100  0.806  1.242  0.948 

(B) AcN 
Molecule 
index 

Exp. a  [G3MP2] b 
[B3LYP/ 

aug‐cc‐pvTZ] b 
[AM1, DFT]  [DFT, DFT]  [AM1, AM1]  [DFT, AM1] 

1  0.981  1.018  1.000  0.782  1.251  0.743  1.212 

2  0.461  0.503  0.334  0.036  0.665  0.047  0.677 

4  0.279  0.305  0.105  ‐0.100  ‐0.637  0.013  ‐0.525 

7  ‐0.27  ‐0.260  ‐0.001  0.063  ‐0.579  0.114  ‐0.528 

9  0.401  0.444  0.398  0.434  0.169  0.536  0.270 

10  0.471  0.460  0.415  0.151  0.399  0.263  0.512 

11  0.311  0.298  0.283  0.377  0.086  0.503  0.211 

12  0.181  0.202  0.102  ‐0.031  ‐0.593  0.071  ‐0.491 

13  ‐0.099  0.094  ‐0.054  ‐0.091  ‐0.754  0.010  ‐0.653 

18  0.94  0.910  0.875  0.761  0.525  0.852  0.616 

21  0.82  0.860  0.920  0.768  0.474  0.879  0.585 

a Ref. [66]; the original reference for experimental values are provided in Ref. [66]. 
b Ref. [66] 
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(A) Water 

 

(B) AcN 

 

Figure 4.2: Experimental measurements and theoretical estimates of standard reduction 
potential for small molecules in (A) Water and (B) Acetonitrile 
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[G3MP2]. (see Table 4.3 and Table 4.4) We can see that electronic energy terms are 

responsible for more errors than the solvation energy terms in the overall estimation of 

reduction potentials. In general, the electronic energy obtained from [DFT,*] is larger 

than that of [AM1,*]. Here and in the tables, we use “*” as a place holder when either the 

electronic or solvation term is omitted. Also, the solvation energy obtained from [*, DFT] 

is close to but larger than that of [*, AM1]. This explains the general trend in Table 4.2 

and Figure 4.2 that the order of electronic potentials obtained from the four schemes are 

generally in order of [AM1,AM1] ~ [AM1,DFT] > [DFT,AM1] ~ [DFT,DFT]. We call 

this pattern of the relative order of the estimated redox potentials for an individual 

molecule from the four methods as regular pattern or behavior. 

The average deviation in electronic energy (Table 4.3) between [DFT,*] and 

[G3MP2] is 0.46 eV and that between [AM1,*] and [G3MP2] is 0.18 eV. The average 

deviation in solvation energy (Table 4.4) between [*, DFT] and [G3MP2] is 0.04 eV and 

that between [*, AM1] and [G3MP2] is 0.07 eV. However, the comparable performance 

of [AM1, DFT] (RMS=0.204) compared to [AM1, AM1] (RMS=0.210) does not indicate 

equal accuracy, but due to the fact that there are more error canceling combinations of 

electronic and solvation energy with opposite signs in the case of [AM1, DFT]. 

Benchmarking with simpler cyanine dyes 

The applicability of the four calculation schemes is also tested for the simpler 

cyanine dyes in AcN, two simple cyanines (SC-N, SC-S) and one carbocyanine (CC-S). 

See Figure 4.3 for their chemical structures. In contrast to the other cyanine dyes we 

consider in this chapter including C8S3, SC-N oxidizes to the very stable (not subject to 

dimerization) radical and results in one electron reversible cyclic voltammogram at 

nominal potential swap. SC-S and CC-S oxidize and dimerize irreversibly and the 

DHDox forms two electron reversible redox pair with the corresponding DHDred as the 
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Table 4.3: Electronic energy difference on reduction ( )O()R( elecelec EE − ) calculated 
alternative from calculation schemes, and their differences (eV) 

  elecEΔ     Δ( elecEΔ ) 

Molecule 
index  [G3MP2] a  [DFT,*]  [AM1,*]   

[DFT,*] 
‐[G3MP2] 

[AM1,*] 
‐[G3MP2] 

[DFT,*] 
‐[AM1,*] 

1  ‐3.453  ‐3.764  ‐3.296    ‐0.311  0.157  ‐0.469 

2  ‐2.379  ‐2.610  ‐1.981    ‐0.231  0.398  ‐0.629 

3  ‐2.626  ‐1.865  ‐2.274    0.761  0.352  0.409 

4  ‐2.251  ‐1.425  ‐1.962    0.826  0.289  0.537 

5  ‐2.084  ‐1.523  ‐2.120    0.561  ‐0.036  0.597 

6  ‐1.923  ‐0.998  ‐1.767    0.925  0.156  0.769 

7  ‐1.917  ‐1.606  ‐2.248    0.311  ‐0.331  0.642 

9  ‐2.515  ‐2.313  ‐2.578    0.202  ‐0.063  0.265 

10  ‐2.754  ‐2.741  ‐2.492    0.013  0.262  ‐0.249 

11  ‐2.434  ‐2.283  ‐2.575    0.151  ‐0.141  0.291 

12  ‐2.326  ‐1.647  ‐2.209    0.679  0.117  0.562 

13  ‐2.241  ‐1.431  ‐2.094    0.810  0.147  0.663 

18  ‐3.080  ‐2.690  ‐2.927    0.390  0.153  0.236 

19  ‐3.033  ‐2.645  ‐2.905    0.388  0.128  0.261 

20  ‐3.008  ‐2.606  ‐2.916    0.402  0.092  0.310 

21  ‐2.868  ‐2.489  ‐2.783    0.379  0.085  0.294 

a Ref. [66] 
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Table 4.4: Solvation energy difference on reduction ( )O()R( solvsolvsolv GGG Δ−Δ=ΔΔ ) 
calculated from alternative calculation schemes in Water and Acetonitrile 
and their differences (eV) 

(A) Water 
  solvGΔΔ     Δ( solvGΔΔ ) 

Molecule 
index  [G3MP2] a  [*,DFT]  [*,AM1]   

[*,DFT] 
‐[G3MP2] 

[*,AM1] 
‐[G3MP2] 

[*,DFT] 
‐[*,AM1] 

1  ‐2.365  ‐2.329  ‐2.257    0.036  0.108  ‐0.072 

2  ‐2.980  ‐2.963  ‐3.094    0.017  ‐0.114  0.131 

3  ‐2.711  ‐2.585  ‐2.705    0.126  0.006  0.120 

4  ‐2.885  ‐2.736  ‐2.893    0.149  ‐0.008  0.157 

5  ‐2.843  ‐2.703  ‐2.799    0.140  0.044  0.096 

6  ‐2.749  ‐2.741  ‐2.870    0.008  ‐0.121  0.129 

7  ‐2.623  ‐2.531  ‐2.607    0.092  0.016  0.076 

9  ‐2.684  ‐2.628  ‐2.774    0.056  ‐0.090  0.145 

11  ‐2.601  ‐2.560  ‐2.740    0.041  ‐0.139  0.180 

12  ‐2.590  ‐2.577  ‐2.710    0.013  ‐0.120  0.134 

13  ‐2.631  ‐2.652  ‐2.777    ‐0.021  ‐0.146  0.126 

18  ‐2.601  ‐2.577  ‐2.675    0.024  ‐0.074  0.098 

19  ‐2.588  ‐2.568  ‐2.688    0.020  ‐0.100  0.119 

20  ‐2.543  ‐2.569  ‐2.645    ‐0.026  ‐0.102  0.076 

21  ‐2.796  ‐2.766  ‐2.908    0.030  ‐0.112  0.142 

(B) AcN 
  solvGΔΔ     Δ( solvGΔΔ ) 

Molecule 
index  [G3MP2] a  [*,DFT]  [*,AM1]   

[*,DFT] 
‐[G3MP2] 

[*,AM1] 
‐[G3MP2] 

[*,DFT] 
‐[*,AM1] 

1  ‐2.039  ‐2.025  ‐1.986    0.014  0.053  ‐0.039 

2  ‐2.577  ‐2.572  ‐2.584    0.005  ‐0.007  0.012 

4  ‐2.507  ‐2.405  ‐2.517    0.102  ‐0.010  0.113 

7  ‐2.246  ‐2.222  ‐2.273    0.024  ‐0.027  0.051 

9  ‐2.382  ‐2.340  ‐2.442    0.042  ‐0.060  0.102 

10  ‐2.158  ‐2.147  ‐2.259    0.011  ‐0.101  0.112 

11  ‐2.317  ‐2.288  ‐2.413    0.029  ‐0.096  0.125 

12  ‐2.317  ‐2.273  ‐2.375    0.044  ‐0.058  0.102 

13  ‐2.346  ‐2.303  ‐2.404    0.043  ‐0.058  0.101 

18  ‐2.281  ‐2.265  ‐2.356    0.016  ‐0.075  0.091 

21  ‐2.448  ‐2.435  ‐2.545    0.013  ‐0.097  0.110 

a Ref. [66]
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SC-N 

(1H-Benzimidazolium, 5,6-dichloro-2-[(5,6-dichloro-1,3-dihydro-1,3-dimethyl-

2H-benzimidazol-2-ylidene)methyl]-1,3-dimethyl-) 

 

 

SC-S 

(3,3'-Diethyl-2,2'-thiacyanine iodide) 

 

 

CC-S 

(3-Ethyl-2-(3-(3-ethyl-2(3H)-benzothiazolylidene)-1 propenyl) benzothiazolium) 

 

Figure 4.3: Chemical structures of the simpler cyanine dyes. 
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C8S3. The major difference between these benchmark systems and the target systems is 

that the benchmark systems have no hydrophilic group and the monomer and DHD are in 

solution state in AcN (no aggregation reported). 

As SC-N does not dimerize, we have five experimental values to compare with 

theoretical estimations. We denote the monomer redox system for SC-N as SC-N.MON, 

the monomer system for SC-S as SC-S.MON, the DHD redox system for SC-S as SC-

S.DHD, the monomer redox system for CC-S as CC-S.MON and the DHD redox system 

for CC-S as CC-S.DHD. The results are presented in Table 4.5 and Figure 4.4. In Figure 

4.4, for each redox system, five values (experimental potential and four estimated 

standard reduction potentials from the four calculation schemes) are plotted. We shift all 

values for each redox system in order to separate the plots for the different redox systems, 

with the relevant information being the deviation from the experimental value plotted on 

far left. This kind of representation will also be used in the following figures. We can see 

that the solvation energy contributions from AM1 and DFT are almost the same. Except 

for the SC-S.DHD case, the four theoretically estimated redox potentials are close to the 

experimental redox potential, as in other redox system. Hence, for the SC-S.DHD case, 

DFT calculations with larger basis sets are tested. B3LYP/6-31++G** raises the potential 

by 0.08 V and B3LYP/cc-pvTZ raises by 0.07 V for the calculation schemes [DFT, 

AM1] and [DFT, DFT], which provide a little improvement compared to the 

experimental redox potential. 

Estimation of the redox potentials of C8S3 target systems 

For C8S3 monomer oxidation, (4.1), we test three pairs of redox geometries, 

MONox.n and MONred.n (n=1, 2, 3). Each pair is optimized from a separate initial 

geometry which produces two different optimized structures for the two different charge 

states (oxidized and reduced). The first and the second pairs use initial geometries with 
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Table 4.5: Reduction potentials for simple cyanine dyes and elecEΔ  and solvGΔΔ  
comparison between alternative calculation schemes (eV) 

Redox 
system a 

Exp.b  [AM1, DFT]  [DFT, DFT]  [AM1, AM1]  [DFT, AM1] 
Δ( elecEΔ )= 

[DFT,*]‐[AM1,*] 

Δ( solvGΔΔ ) = 

[*,DFT]‐[*,AM1] 
SC‐N.MON  1.33  1.68  1.13  1.60  1.04  0.55  ‐0.09 

SC‐S.MON  1.42  1.58  1.09  1.54  1.05  0.49  ‐0.04 

SC‐S.DHD  1.06  1.74  0.28  1.69  0.23  1.71  ‐0.09 

CC‐S.MON  0.95  0.95  0.91  0.94  0.89  0.04  ‐0.01 

CC‐S.DHD  0.65  1.20  0.69  1.15  0.63  1.03  ‐0.11 

a See Figure 4.3 

b Ref. [35] 
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Figure 4.4: Deviation of estimated standard reduction potentials from experiment for the 
four calculation schemes for the simpler cyanine dyes. The vertical interval 
of grid lines is 0.5 V. The calculated values are plotted with an arbitrary 
shift for clear representation. 
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aligned alkyl chains. For the initial geometry of the third pair, the alkyl chains are not 

aligned. We also consider geometry relaxation for the solute and continuum dielectric 

solvent by applying the COSMO method to the previous three pairs of geometries. Those 

geometries are denoted by MONox.nc and MONred.nc (n=1,2,3). The geometries are 

given in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 and the calculation results are presented in Table 4.6 

and Figure 4.7. For three of the six trials, the trend of the results from the four calculation 

schemes are similar to the previous simpler cyanine dyes but in the other three pairs, 

(MONox.1 and MONred.1), (MONox.1c and MONred.1c) and (MONox.2c and 

MONred.2c), the order of the results is different. In addition to a different trend, there is 

also a larger electronic energy difference between the two methods for these pairs. This 

unusual trend comes from the large negative difference of solvGΔΔ  in DFT with respect to 

solvGΔΔ  in AM1. It seems that such a large deviation in electronic energy and solvation 

energy with respect to the two methods is a result of the larger electric moments, in that 

COSMO relaxation should favor the geometries with larger electric moments and such a 

trend is apparent for geometries with larger dipole moments (see the dipole moments in 

Figure 4.5). 

For the DHD 2-electron redox reaction, (4.4), four pairs of redox state geometries 

are generated. The first and the second geometries are from the initial geometries based 

on DHD4+
1 (see Figure 3.2) which is the most stable oxidized geometry for the simplified 

model molecule. The third and the fourth are from the geometries based on DHD2+
1 

which is the most stable reduced geometry for the simplified model molecule. Based on 

those geometries, the substituents are aligned appropriately to avoid severe steric 

hindrance to each other. Note that the carbons bridging the two monomer units participate 

in conjugation in the oxidized state (DHD4+
1) but do not in the reduced state (DHD2+

1). 
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MONox.1 

 

D=32.30 a 

MONox.1c 

D=45.67 a 

MONox.2 

 

D=22.27 a 

MONox.2c 

D=37.63 a 

MONox.3 

 

D=6.39 a 

MONox.3c 

D=12.40 a 
a Dipole moments (in the unit of debye) calculated with AM1 ground state wavefunction 

Figure 4.5: Oxidized geometries of C8S3 monomer 
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MONred.1 

 

MONred.1c 

 

MONred.2 

 

MONred.2c 

 

MONred.3 

 

MONred.3c 

 

Figure 4.6: Reduced geometries of C8S3 monomer 
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Table 4.6: Reduction potentials for C8S3 monomers in alternative geometries and 
component elecEΔ  and solvGΔΔ : Comparison between calculation schemes 
(eV) a 

Oxidant  Reductant  [AM1, DFT]  [DFT, DFT]  [AM1, AM1]  [DFT, AM1] 
Δ( elecEΔ )= 

[DFT,*]‐[AM1,*] 

Δ(
solvGΔΔ ) = 

[*,DFT]‐[*,AM1] 

MONox.1  MONred.1  2.41  1.64  1.37  0.60  0.77  ‐1.04 

MONox.2  MONred.2  1.56  1.30  1.40  1.15  0.25  ‐0.16 

MONox.3  MONred.3  0.88  0.34  0.94  0.39  0.54  0.05 

MONox.1c  MONred.1c  3.49  1.93  1.24  ‐0.33  1.57  ‐2.25 

MONox.2c  MONred.2c  2.54  1.71  1.08  0.25  0.83  ‐1.45 

MONox.3c  MONred.3c  1.40  0.64  0.87  0.11  0.76  ‐0.53 

a See Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6; experimental value is +0.862 V 
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Figure 4.7: Deviation from experiment of the estimated standard reduction potentials 
from the four calculation schemes for 6 redox geometries of C8S3 monomer 
(see Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6). The vertical interval of grid lines is 0.5 V. 
The calculated values are plotted with an arbitrary shift for clear 
representation. 
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The resultant geometries are presented in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9. We use similar 

notation for the DHD optimized geometries as in C8S3 monomers. We can see from 

Figure 4.8 that DHDox.3 and DHDox.4 have conjugated bridging carbons although the 

initial geometry is the reduced form which has no conjugated bridging carbons. However, 

DHDred.1 and DHDred.2 retain conjugated bridging carbons (see Figure 4.9), which 

suggest that DHDred.1 and DHDred.2 do not have the native reduced form which lacks 

the conjugated bridging carbons. As above, for the monomer cases, based on the four 

DHD pairs, another four pairs are generated by applying COSMO. The calculation results 

are presented in Table 4.7 and Figure 4.10. We can see that in all eight geometry pairs the 

trend of standard reduction potentials estimated with the four calculation schemes follow 

the regular pattern. 

As we have multiple geometries for C8S3 monomer and DHD redox pairs, and 

there is no reason that the redox reactions should occur with any of the particular 

artificially paired redox geometries used above, we consider the geometry with the lowest 

free energy in each charge state with respect to the four calculation schemes. 

The pairs produced in this way are presented in Table 4.8 and the relative 

molecular free energies of the other geometries relative to the selected one are given in 

Table 4.9 and Table 4.10. It can be seen that the chosen geometries have lower free 

energies than the other geometries by at least several kBT at room temperature except 

several cases. For monomers, three combinations of redox pairs are selected: (MONox.3 

and MONred.2c) has lowest molecular free energy for [AM1, DFT] and [DFT, DFT], 

(MONox.2c and MONred.1c) for [AM1, AM1], and (MONox.1c and MONred.2c) for 

[DFT, AM1]. It seems that the last two pairs with lowest molecular free energy for AM1 

solvation energy related schemes are selected due to the exaggerated AM1 solvation 
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DHDox.1 DHDox.1c 

 

DHDox.2 DHDox.2c 

 

DHDox.3 DHDox.3c 

 

DHDox.4 DHDox.4c 

 

Figure 4.8: Oxidized geometries of C8S3 DHD 
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DHDred.1 DHDred.1c 

 

DHDred.2 DHDred.2c 

 

DHDred.3 DHDred.3c 

 

DHDred.4 DHDred.4c 

 

Figure 4.9: Reduced geometries of C8S3 DHD 
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Table 4.7: Reduction potentials for C8S3 dehydrogenated dimers (DHD) and 
component elecEΔ and solvGΔΔ : Comparison between calculation schemes 
(eV) a 

Oxidant  Reductant  [AM1, DFT]  [DFT, DFT]  [AM1, AM1]  [DFT, AM1] 
Δ( elecEΔ )= 

[DFT,*]‐[AM1,*] 

Δ(
solvGΔΔ ) = 

[*,DFT]‐[*,AM1] 

DHDox.1  DHDred.1  1.06  0.28  1.14  0.37  1.56  0.17 

DHDox.2  DHDred.2  0.74  ‐0.13  0.85  ‐0.02  1.74  0.24 

DHDox.3  DHDred.3  1.03  ‐0.55  1.06  ‐0.52  3.16  0.07 

DHDox.4  DHDred.4  1.21  0.38  1.46  0.63  1.66  0.52 

DHDox.1c  DHDred.1c  0.85  ‐0.07  0.83  ‐0.10  1.85  ‐0.05 

DHDox.2c  DHDred.2c  0.75  ‐0.46  0.75  ‐0.46  2.42  ‐0.01 

DHDox.3c  DHDred.3c  0.83  ‐0.59  0.93  ‐0.49  2.83  0.20 

DHDox.4c  DHDred.4c  1.08  0.07  1.86  0.85  2.02  1.55 

a See Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9; experimental value is +0.262 V 
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Figure 4.10: Deviation from experiment of the estimated standard reduction potentials 
from the four calculation schemes for 8 redox geometries of C8S3 DHD 
(see Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9). The vertical interval of grid lines is 0.5 V. 
The calculated values are plotted with an arbitrary shift for clear 
representation. 
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Table 4.8: The molecular geometries for C8S3 monomer and DHD with the lowest 
molecular free energy for each calculation scheme 

  C8S3 monomer a    C8S3 DHD b 
Calculation 
scheme 

Oxidant  Reductant    Oxidant  Reductant 

[AM1, DFT]  MONox.3  MONred.2c    DHDox.3c  DHDred.4c 
[DFT, DFT]  MONox.3  MONred.2c    DHDox.3c  DHDred.4c 
[AM1, AM1]  MONox.2c  MONred.1c    DHDox.3c  DHDred.4c 
[DFT, AM1]  MONox.1c  MONred.2c    DHDox.3c  DHDred.4c 

a See Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 
b See Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 
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Table 4.9: The molecular free Energy ( solvGEelec Δ+ ) of molecular geometries relative to 
that of the selected geometry with lowest free energy (see Table 4.8 and 
text) for C8S3 monomer (K) 

  [AM1, DFT]  [DFT, DFT]  [AM1, AM1]  [DFT, AM1] 

Oxidant a         

MONox.1  13945  10196  7174  13161 

MONox.2  4324  6212  7754  19377 

MONox.3  reference  reference  9212  9978 

MONox.1c  23728  12697  1296  reference 

MONox.2c  12451  9150  reference  6434 

MONox.3c  1570  1708  1812  20655 

         

Reductant b         

MONred.1  3588  2444  4968  3303 
MONred.2  3037  1515  4392  2349 
MONred.3  6643  8322  11332  12490 
MONred.1c  188  998  reference  289 
MONred.2c  reference  reference  521  reference 

MONred.3c  2312  3214  4770  5150 

a See Figure 4.5 
b See Figure 4.6 
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Table 4.10: The Molecular free energy ( solvGEelec Δ+ ) of molecular geometries relative 
to that of the selected geometry with lowest free energy (see Table 4.8 and 
text) for C8S3 DHD (K) 

  [AM1, DFT]  [DFT, DFT]  [AM1, AM1]  [DFT, AM1] 

Oxidant a         

DHDox.1  13140  17773  14112  18746 

DHDox.2  7313  11233  10178  14099 

DHDox.3  11594  8975  16407  13787 

DHDox.4  7427  14926  11942  19442 

DHDox.1c  7560  9185  4623  6248 

DHDox.2c  3183  1788  3096  1701 

DHDox.3c  reference reference reference reference 
DHDox.4c  4129  8228  8306  12404 

         

Reductant b         

DHDred.1  16566  11682  29366  24483 

DHDred.2  13901  10441  27833  24373 

DHDred.3  12349  18801  30169  36622 

DHDred.4  2610  1780  14927  14097 

DHDred.1c  8819  4336  20288  15805 

DHDred.2c  6841  5906  20625  19691 

DHDred.3c  1824  7095  13341  18611 

DHDred.4c  reference reference reference reference 

a See Figure 4.8 
b See Figure 4.9 
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energy as mentioned. For DHDs, (DHDox.3c and DHDred.4c) is chosen by all the 

methods. The calculation results for these selected pairs are given in Table 4.11 and 

Figure 4.11. It should be worthy to note that, with all four methods, the difference in 

reduction potential between the monomer and DHD are close to the experimental value, 

+0.600 V = 0.862 (monomer) –0.262 (DHD), when we select the two pairs (MONox.3 

and MONred.2c) for monomers and (DHDox.3c and DHDred.4c) for DHD, which show 

the regular behavior. The differences between monomer and DHD reduction potential 

from the four schemes are 0.56 for [AM1, DFT], 1.36 for [DFT, DFT], 0.38 for [AM1, 

AM1], 1.17 for [DFT, AM1]. 

CONCLUSION 

In order to consider relatively large molecular systems, C8S3 monomer and DHD, 

we tested the use of AM1 and DFT methods with small basis set, first, for smaller redox 

systems with experimental redox potentials. In general, the solvation energies obtained 

with AM1 and DFT methods are close but the electronic energies from the two 

calculation methods are significantly different. 

The difference between the experimentally determined redox potentials for C8S3 

monomer and DHD (0.600 V) can be very roughly estimated with the four calculation 

schemes we tried when the geometries for the redox states are determined in a judicious 

way. Nevertheless, it is clear that the methodology is not sufficiently robust to be used as 

an identification tool. This is evidently not so much a limitation of the simple solvation 

model, as it is a limitation of the accuracy of both the semi-empirical and DFT electronic 

structure methods. The flexible geometry also adds to the complexity of the problem, but 

does not appear to be the limiting factor.  
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Table 4.11: Estimated standard reduction potentials for the molecular pairs with lowest 
molecular free energy with each calculation scheme (eV) a 

Oxidant b  Reductant c  [AM1, DFT]  [DFT, DFT]  [AM1, AM1]  [DFT, AM1] 

MONox.3  MONred.2c  1.47  1.07  1.88  1.48 

MONox.2c  MONred.1c  2.52  1.62  1.13  0.23 

MONox.1c  MONred.2c  3.51  2.01  1.20  ‐0.30 

DHDox.3c  DHDred.4c  0.91  ‐0.28  1.50  0.31 

a Experimental value for monomer is +0.862 V and for DHD is +0.262 V  
b See Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.8 
c See Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.9 
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Figure 4.11: Deviation from experiment of the estimated standard reduction potentials 
from the four calculation schemes for 4 redox geometries of C8S3 monomer 
and 1 redox geometries of C8S3 DHD (see Figure 4.5, Figure 4.6, Figure 
4.8 and Figure 4.9) where each redox geometry has the lowest free energy in 
a criteria (see text). The vertical interval of grid lines is 0.5 V. The 
calculated values are plotted with an arbitrary shift for clear representation. 
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Therefore, it is recommended the electronic energy calculation with higher-level 

quantum calculation and, combined with the simple solvation model, the solvation energy 

calculation with more thoroughly sampled geometries from molecular simulations for the 

reduction potential estimations of large molecular systems with flexible geometry. 
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